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Narrative Writing
Writing that conveys experience, either real or imagined, and provides glimpses 

into the writer’s or character’s life through the creation of vivid pictures.  
Narratives can take the form of personal narratives, creative  
fictional stories, memoirs, anecdotes, autobiographies, etc. 
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Ellie Jones________________________________________________
Kindergarten, Johnson Elementary
Teacher - Cheryl Rogers

Clamming

Last summer I went to New York and we went 
clamming and it was very fun. My cousin 

Vincent found a huge clam. It was as big as a 
rock. Wherever we stepped there was a bubble 
that showed up and that means a clam was 
there and we have to dig really fast before the 
clam goes away in the sand. My cousin helped 
me dig for the clam. I got the clam out of the 
sand. It was about the size of my palm. We went 
to my cousin’s house to eat the clams. I didn’t 
taste the clams because they looked yucky. They 
smelled like the ocean. 

Christina Seder ________________________________________________________________
Kindergarten, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Rachelle Sears

Bunny and Quackers

It was Christmas. Bunny set up the Christmas tree. Quackers set 
up the ornaments. Baby Penguin tried to find his mom but he 

didn’t find her. 
Baby Penguin went to a big house. Then there was a big 

monster. Then Baby Penguin was about to be eaten. He shouted 
“help me.” Bunny and Quackers heard him. They went to save Baby 
Penguin. Baby Penguin was scared of the monster. Bunny and 
Quackers were not afraid of the monster. Bunny and Quackers had 
a rope. Quackers lassoed the monster. 

The monster fell in the hot lava. The lava shark ate the 
monster. Bunny and Quackers celebrated. Baby Penguin was 
saved. 

The end. 
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Brianna Hutchinson__________________________________
First Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Annie Brown

My Lost Tooth

Owww! I lost my tooth at school at lunch 
time. I was showing my best friend 

something and I accidentally smacked my face 
and my tooth fell out! I felt something in my 
hand and I looked in my hand and I saw my 
tooth! I got up and walked to the nurse’s office 
and I looked in the mirror and all there was was 
blood dripping out of my mouth. So I went to 
the bathroom and rinsed a couple of times. And 
I felt all better. Now I’m putting my tooth under 
my pillow. 

Natalie Weigel_________________________________________________
First Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Annie Brown

The Nutcracker

In December I went to The Nutcracker with my cousins. 
It was incredibly awesome. They danced, sang, and the 

music was pretty to listen to. The crowd was clapping and 
cheering like it was a ballgame. There were hundreds of 
people around me. The stage was ten times as big as me! 
The kids came out of the big lady’s dress. The Sugar Plum 
Fairy was very pretty. She twirled in the sky and on to the 
man’s shoulders. When they danced it looked like a puppy 
doing a trick. It was fun. We got popcorn, cotton candy, and 
face paint. I loved going to The Nutcracker with my cousins!
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Violet Gustafson________________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Brinton Elementary
Teacher - Anette DeAnda

Birthday Surprise

Have you ever been surprised on your 
birthday? On my 8th birthday my parents 

surprised me with a trip. But not just any trip. 
A snow trip! I was asking to go to the snow for 
years!

For the road trip I brought an iPad and a 
pack of fruit snacks. “How much longer?” I asked. 

“About an hour,” my mom said. It was late at 
night and I was SUPER SLEEPY! 

“Mom can I use your . . . “ I fell asleep in the 
hard leather car seat in a heartbeat. 

My mom woke me up when we got to the 
cabin. It felt like two minutes but it was really an 
hour! I quickly ran out of the car. I was so excited 
I had to scream “SNOWWWW!” There was a foot 
of snow on the ground. Snowflakes were falling 
from the sky. I was twirling and exploring when 
I spotted a snowman! It was wearing a scarf, a 
hat, a carrot nose, and three buttons. It kind of 
looked like Frosty!

I ran into our cabin made out of wood. I 
walked inside and I freaked out. “OH MY!” I loved 
it! It was simply beautiful! The cabin was on top 
of a hill. We wanted to go down. There was a 
gift shop at the bottom and I really wanted to 

go see it. I had a bright idea: let’s go sledding 
down the hill. So I grabbed my sled. The door 
creaked open. I pushed harder until it opened. I 
laid down on my belly and I said “1 . . . 2 . . . 3!” I 
pushed off the hill with my hands. “WHEEEEEE!” 
When I got down I almost slid right into the 
shop. I brushed the snow off my body and 
rushed into the gift shop. I found an awesome 
snow globe with Frosty in it. It had a sign that 
said Arizona snowman. I grabbed it and said 
“That’s the one!” I also got a new sled.

It was our last night at the cabin so I decided 
to go sledding for the last time on my new 
sled. My sled was awesome! It was so much 
faster than my older one! It was getting late 
so I decided to go to bed. When I woke up we 
packed our stuff and got in the car to drive 
home. I made sure I had my iPad with me so 
I wouldn’t get bored. When we got home I 
ran upstairs to find my sisters and brother. My 
grandma was taking care of them. I told them all 
about my adventures. My birthday surprise was 
AWESOME! 

Miles Barragan_________________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Alane Eaton

The Race
I saw the go-karts sitting in a line just waiting to be raced. I heard the sound 

of engines revving and tires squealing. Burke, Stevie, Ben (the birthday boy), 
Joseph, and I were all waiting eagerly to race. We went back to the party room 
to wait and fifteen minutes later it was our turn to race. Rrrrrr, rrrrrr, went the 
engines. Three, two, one, GO!! I was going fast, fast and quick. Rrrrrr-eee! 
squealed the tires as I went around a sharp turn. I’m going faster, wait . . . too 
fast. Ahh! Crash! I hurt my head. I saw Stevie’s go-kart was shut down, but then 
it turned back on and Stevie was going again. One more lap to the finish line. I 
raced to the end, but only got fifth place. Better luck next time!
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Reef Lofgreen__________________________________________________________________
Third Grade, Hale Elementary
Teacher - Debra Schaub

Scardyfishyphobia

Ever since I was a little boy, I’ve been 
afraid of tiny fish. It’s a condition called 

scardyfishyphobia. It all started at my third 
birthday party, five years ago. My grandma was 
eating little tiny gummy fishy fruit snack candy 
and she choked. She had to go to the hospital 
and I can’t get the horrible image of those slimy, 
grimy, creepy, peaky fish out of my mind.

I almost didn’t survive my first grade field 
trip to Mr. Doodiggles Peek-a-boo Aquarium. It 
was at the tiny fish exhibit that I let out a scream 
so loud it shattered the fish tank. Hundreds of 
tiny fish slimed, grimed, wiggled and peaked all 
over the floor when I passed out. Later, my mom 
came with my favorite teddy bear, Fluffy, and I 
started to feel better. 

Scardyfishyphobia is not as uncommon 
as people might think. My dentist, Dr. 
Teethdestroyer, put a warning sign on his front 
door that reads: WARNING: AQUARIUM IN USE. 
When will dentists learn fish tanks can scare 
patients away. 

Even pizza isn’t safe. No longer can I step 
foot into my favorite restaurant, Pizza King. 
Who in the world would put tiny fish on top of 
something as perfect as pizza? Anchovies are 
dead fish, but their eyes are wide open. I can’t 
think of anything more frightening.

Some people are afraid of sharks, but 
tiny fish attacks are much more common. 
It’s reported there are 302 tiny fish attacks 
each year. Compare that to 19 shark attacks 
and you’ll see, there’s really no comparison. 
Not only are tiny fish slobbery and squishy, 
but their tiny puckered lips are designed 
perfectly for suction. For someone with 
scardyfishyphobia, a fish attack is as frightening 
as mosquitowingophobia. That’s my mom’s fear. 
She’s afraid of mosquito wings, but we don’t 
need to get into that.

The End

Xander West___________________________________________________________________
Third Grade, Whittier Elementary
Teacher - Lisa Stoltzfus

I Almost Died

On one nice day there was a cowboy and his 
name was Jeb Wafers. Jeb thought it would 

be a good day, but it really wasn’t. Cowboy 
Wafers heard a gunshot! He yelled very loudly, 
“UH OH!” A stampede had started. Everybody 
screamed, “RUN.” (dramatic music!)

The cowboy tried to stop the stampede but 
all the cattle went around Cowboy Wafers. Jeb 
chased the stampede for hours but he couldn’t 
catch the cattle. He almost did, and he almost 
DIED. 

The whole town helped to stop the 
stampede. They all worked hard to do so. 
Cowboy Wafers got promoted cowboy of the 
town. He was very excited. Cowboy Wafers said 
in a firm voice, “I hope that doesn’t happen 
again.” Everybody agreed. Suddenly everybody 
heard a gunshot! The cowboy yelled, “RUN.” 
(dramatic music)! Cowboy Wafers whispered to 
himself, “This was not a peaceful day.”
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Alexis Kelley___________________________________________________________________
Fourth Grade, Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies
Teacher - Angela Shults

Out in the Wild

The trees are whistling harder than ever, and 
I already have a shortage of food. Amanda, 

I think to myself. Go, look for food. My habit of 
lounging around doing nothing when there is 
work to be done keeps me from taking action. 
It’s only been five days since my parents threw 
me out here because I said, “I’d rather live in the 
woods than this grubby house.” Now I’m stuck 
in these woods that seem to be laughing in my 
face.

My wolf, Midnight, is my only friend. 
Truthfully, I miss my family, but I’m too scared 
to admit it for two reasons. One, I’d sound like 
a wimp, and two I’m almost positive they won’t 
take me back. Crack. “EEK!” I screech, then bolt 
outside with the sharpest stick I can find. As 
soon as I catch sight of what made the noise a  
sigh of relief flows over me. It’s a squirrel. I wasn’t 
going to kill the poor creature. It was far too 
cute.

About an hour later, I gather enough 
strength to scavenge for fruit. As Midnight and 
I stroll into the wild, I stay alert for any signs of 
danger. We walk and walk, but find nothing 
aside from dead bushes and trees. I stop at a 
strangely shaped stump to find a set of claw 
marks. I suddenly remember how tired I am, and 
take a seat on the stump. 

Rustling draws my attention to a nearby 
bush. As I focus intensely on the bush, a low 
growl starts to echo in my ear. Amanda, stay 
calm. I turn around to face the source of the 
growling. “Midnight,” I say with a sigh. “You 
scared me.” An appealing fruit tree catches my 
eye. While I inch up the enormous tree a rustling 
similar to the bush rings in my head. As I near 
the fruit, silence pierces the air. A face peers 
out at me, then bares its teeth. I immediately 
recognize the fierce animal. A raccoon. Not 
thinking this all the way through I leap for the 
ground. The rustling in the bush starts again as 
three raccoons corner me. The raccoon I came 
face to face with bounds down the tree and 
lands only inches from my toes. I do the first 
thing that comes to my mind; run!

One minute into the chase I trip on a fallen 
tree branch. I try to pick myself back up but 
it’s no use; I am stuck. I yank, pull, tug, but I 
don’t budge. I squeeze my eyes shut, uncertain 
whether I will live or not. I start to hear the 
raccoons scurry away. I open my eyes when I 
notice Midnight digging beneath the branch. 
I slip under the branch once the hole is large 
enough. I stare at Midnight, still confused how 
she got the raccoons off my back. She hints to a 
dead deer with claw marks. 

I hear a yelp. “Midnight?” I cry, immediately 
recognizing her sob. I rush over as fast as I can. 
Noticing a large scratch, I pick her up, and dash 
to the shelter. Once in the shelter I carefully 
wrap Midnight’s hurt limb. From inside I hear 
a car engine. I observe the figures emerging 
from the vehicle. It doesn’t take long for me 
to recognize the faces. I run as fast I can to 
the figures and greet them with a hug. I then 
motion for Midnight to come forward. She 
cautiously steps closer to greet the people I’ve 
been longing to see. For a while nobody speaks. 
I soon build the courage to say, “Please, take me 
back, Mom and Dad. I hate these woods and 
they hate me.”

My parents just stare at each other. Next 
thing I know they’re holding my hands, “Why 
else would we come out here?” they shout with 
joy. I walk to my parents and give them a hug. 
I follow them to the car. After a few steps my 
mom stops. “Why is that wolf following us!” she 
shouts.

“That’s Midnight, my friend,” I whine, close to 
tears.

“Well, she’s not coming!” my mom replies. As 
I near my best friend, I give a wink.

“I have a plan. Just follow the scent,” I 
whisper to Midnight, holding her nose to the 
exhaust. She nods as I back away. Getting in the 
car I peer at Midnight to find she’s on the car’s 
tail. Now that I’m home, let’s just say we have a 
new, secret family pet. 
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Madison Carter_________________________________________________________________
Fourth Grade, Porter Elementary
Teachers - Veronica Fields & Tamara Merritt

Winter Morning

The morning sun was too bright to ignore. 
Rolling out of bed, I wrapped myself in a 

blanket and yawned, still trying to adjust my 
eyes to the morning, and headed down the hall 
to go have breakfast. I walked into my dad’s 
office and gave him a hug. I went to the window 
and looked out, and I gasped at the sight before 
me. 

Outside, snowflakes danced around like 
tiny fairies in the air before landing on the soft 
platform of blinding white snow that reflected 
the sun like a mirror. At that moment, I knew 
I wanted to be a part of that world. Giving 
my dad a convincing smirk, he laughed and 
nodded. After fifteen minutes of gazing out 
the window, I continued to the kitchen for my 
breakfast. My mother heard me coming in and 
she was still wearing her pajamas. I figured she’d 
just woke up too. She was making mint hot 
cocoa with fluffy white marshmallows (my mom 
makes great hot cocoa). I thanked my mom and 
sat down to watch a little TV until my sister woke 
up.

When my sister came in, my mom pointed 
to the window and my sister stood as still as 
a statue, just now noticing what awe awaited 
her outside. I giggled and my sister rushed past 
me to get her coat and jacket. First, we had a 
snowball fight. Snowballs whizzed past my head 

as I dodged as many as I could. I accidentally 
hit my sister in the face with a snowball. Wiping 
snow from her eyes, she came over and tickled 
me. “Hey!” I shrieked in laughter. 

I got up and returned with a snowball and 
put it on her head. She twirled like a model. 
“How do I look?” she said. 

“You look beautiful,” I said laughing.
When I finished laughing and was able to 

catch my breath, which seemed like forever, 
I asked my sister if she wanted to build a 
snowman. She sang, “Do you Want to Build a 
Snowman?” Grinning, I asked my dad to help us 
build a snowman. My sister made the middle, I 
made the head, and my dad made the bottom. 
While my dad was rolling the bottom, I secretly 
threw a snowball at him and then quickly 
turned to continue rolling the top. When we 
put all the pieces together, my dad went to 
get some charcoal for the eyes. Meanwhile, 
my mom came out with a carrot for the nose. 
My sister and I put the carrot in and when my 
dad came back his hands were stained with jet 
black powder. We put the charcoal in place and 
moments later my mom came back with a scarf 
and buttons. We put those on while my dad 
went and found some sticks for arms. “I think it’s 
finished,” I said, smiling. I was glad we had this 
snow day.  
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Jake Smith_____________________________________________________________________
Fifth Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Debbie Allen

Angel

It all started one December evening. It was 
your average drizzly day in New York City. 

I was waiting in your typical suburban bus 
stop. As a lot of people know, bus stops aren’t 
exactly known for being comfortable and 
accommodating, and this one certainly wasn’t 
an exception.  I was slouching on an unforgiving 
steel bench, listening to the icy rain tap-tap-
tapping on the tin roof overhead. Just then, 
the bus came roaring around the corner and 
came to a screeching halt in front of me. As it 
came to a stop, the bus came down on a rain 
puddle, causing foul water to stain my trousers 
a dark shade of grey. The doors quietly opened. 
Shivering, I pulled out some change for the fare 
and climbed on.

As I was pulling my back foot off the ground 
and onto the bus, something tugged my shoe 
clean off my foot and ran off with it! I turned 
around, surprised, but I was too late. The doors 
closed behind me with a hiss, and I had to sit 
down or fall onto the dirty floor below. It was 
bad enough I had to touch the disgusting 
floor barefoot. I sat down on the dusty green 
seat, dazed, while raindrops danced down 
the window as if they were trying to give me 
a hint about my absent shoe that I couldn’t 
understand. The whole ride home, I pondered 
over what had happened to my poor shoe.

I hobbled off the bus and across the street 
to the nearby park. As I sat on an old bench, I 
pulled my cell phone out of my back pocket and 
dialed up my friend for help. No one answered. 
As I slumped down in defeat, cold and helpless, I 
thought that it would take an angel’s blessing to 
be able to get home safe and sound. Just then, 
a blurry figure darted like a fork of lightning out 
in front of me, seemingly coming from nowhere. 
Then, I had a moment in my life that I will never 
forget. There, standing in the pouring rain, 

was a gray, disheveled dog. The thing was, this 
particular dog had a sort of halo of light around 
his crown and the most forlorn and knowing 
eyes I had ever come across. A pure beam of 
sunlight came down upon his dirt streaked, yet 
beautiful, coat. He tilted his head, all while the 
rain fell from the heavens, and gave a sort of 
insightful smile at me, like he knew he had the 
only patch of sunlight for miles around shining 
on him. Then the dog dropped my waterlogged 
shoe at my feet. I barely noticed, I was so 
enthralled with this . . . angel of a dog. Then 
something clicked in my head. I knew from then 
on that I never wanted any sort of animal to be 
homeless, starving, and fending for themselves. 
I went to touch him, to comfort him, but then 
the dog stiffened up like a threatened rabbit 
and sprinted away from my outstretched hands, 
never to be seen again. After he was gone, I was 
left with one final thought: miracles really can 
happen. 

Years later, the feeling I felt with that dog 
was still with me. I am the head of a self-started 
rescue and shelter business to find and save 
homeless animals and pets. Every time I go out 
to see if I can rescue a dog, the image of that 
angel-like dog is still in the back of my mind, 
even though I never saw it again. Every time 
I come home, I think, “and to think that this all 
started with a stormy evening, a lost shoe, and 
an angel.“
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Phoebe Norton_________________________________________________________________
Fifth Grade, Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies
Teacher - Angela Shults

The Diagnosis

I eyed the bright, sporty doctor’s office door. 
When was he going to come back? Usually tests 

didn’t take this long. I just wanted him to tell me 
what was wrong so I could stop getting so sick 
and missing school. The door clicked and the 
doctor walked in. The doctor sat down with a 
grim expression. I snapped to attention as the 
doctor said, “You need to go to the ER right 
now.“

The gears in my head whirred as my mom 
and I sped to the emergency wing. Frightened, 
I clutched my stuffed animal, Marigold, to my 
chest as I was brought to a dull, gray room. 
Medical machines beeped at me in greeting, 
and nurses cooed over me and put me in a 
hospital bed. What on earth is happening? I 
wondered as I saw nurses preparing a heap 
of sharp syringes on a tray. As I got used to 
my surroundings and wondered what was 
happening to me, a nurse bent over me and 
whispered, “Okay, Phoebe. We just have to give 
you a little IV. Hold your Momma’s hand, ok?” I 
nodded and looked away. It was odd to watch 
something go under my skin; I felt a pinch and 
something slid under the skin of my hand, and 
then, suddenly, the pain was gone. 

Hours passed, and people were coming and 
going. I wasn’t allowed to eat or drink anything 
for twelve hours so the doctors could get a good 
look at my blood without any fat or sugar inside 
my bloodstream, and the smells of my parents’ 
meals made my mouth water in hope of food, 
or even a sip of water. It was tantalizing, and 
I wanted to snatch it, but I could barely move 
with all the wires attached to me. In the ICU, a 
nurse finally handed me a menu. I scanned 
for the meal I wanted, and I happily ordered a 
cheeseburger with extra fries. As I wolfed my 
meal down, the doctor, who had been trying to 
figure out my illness, broke the news. My eyes 
widened in fear as he said, “Your daughter has 
type 1 diabetes.”

Diabetes? What did that mean? My mom 
mentioned that I had gotten so skinny that 
she could see each of my ribs individually, and 

my clothes hung off of me like sacks. I worried 
about my friends. Was my social life ruined? 
Would they still be friends with me? Questions 
buzzed around my head like bumblebees in a 
mason jar as the doctor tried to explain, but my 
seven-year-old brain was still confused. I just 
stared at him with a dumbfounded expression. 
Finally, he decided to give up because the 
explanation was going nowhere.

When he left, I begged my parents to 
explain in a way that my little brain could 
process. They sighed and said, “A small organ 
called the pancreas is what produces energy 
from sugar for your body, using a hormone, or 
fluid, called insulin. Yours has decided to stop 
working. That is why you have been feeling 
so sluggish.” I was still too dazed and confused 
to comprehend it all. Two days passed, and I 
learned to take care of myself. When the doctor 
said I could go home, the nurses cheered in a 
soft chorus, and I jumped up and down in my 
hospital bed in excitement. The days of nurses, 
painful gadgets, and loud machines were almost 
over!

On the drive home, although happy, my 
mind worried until I could barely take it. What 
if I was bullied? What would school be like? Would 
I never have a normal life again? I sighed and 
pressed my pale forehead against the cool glass 
of the car window and anticipated what was to 
come. 

As it turned out, I didn’t have to worry about 
how weird everyone would behave around 
me at all. When I walked into my house, I was 
delighted to see my whole family gathered at 
the door. They cheered, and I hugged them one 
by one. My pets danced around my feet and 
rubbed their tails on my legs as I bent down to 
pat their fluffy heads. 

I am very grateful that diabetes isn’t the end 
of me; I still have friends, and in fact, it has made 
me more mature and responsible. After some 
adapting, I have learned to be as content as a 
girl with a disease can be. 
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Amber Housley_________________________________________________________________
Sixth Grade, Field Elementary
Teacher - Janet Millar-Haskell

Unbroken

The whole drive had been rainy. But what did 
Rhys expect, anyway? He’d lived in Juneau, 

Alaska with his sister, Vidalia, his whole life, so 
visiting Anchorage to see their dad wouldn’t 
be much of a difference from the cool, wet 
weather. The thing was, Rhys hadn’t seen his 
dad in six years, and neither had Vidalia. It was 
nerve-wracking. A lot can change in six years. 
The last time that they’d seen each other, Rhys 
was sixteen and Vidalia was ten. Their mom had 
lived with them until Rhys was eighteen, and 
then she’d moved to Vancouver. That’d been two 
years ago. Since then, Rhys had been working 
on a homemade skin protectant for Vidalia’s 
disease. He couldn’t even begin to imagine what 
being albino was like. He was so glad he had her, 
though. Vidalia and her lovable dusty brown 
husky were the only things keeping him sane at 
this point.

“Cchk. Earth to Rhys, the deer have finished 
crossing, over-cchk.” Vidalia’s imitation of a 
walkie-talkie instantly snapped him out of his 
daze. 

“Sorry! I’ve just had a lot on my mind 
recently,” Rhys uttered as he flicked strands of 
her fluffy white hair from his jacket.

“Alrighty, bucko! Let’s get a move on!” Vidalia 
began playing her playlist titled Travel Jimmity 
Jams through the speaker on the car before 
snuggling up to her drowsy husky. 

Taking a deep breath, Rhys knocked on 
the door to his dad’s house. A tall woman 
opened the door. She was wearing what Rhys 
recognized as an Indian sari, and her long, curly 
maroon hair ran down to the small of her back. 

“Oh! You must be Rhys and Vidalia. And I 
didn’t forget you, Tundra,” the woman stroked 
the peppy husky’s soft brown-gray fur.

“I’m Pavni. Your father is waiting inside, so 
you can go on ahead. We have cookies and chai 
tea waiting on the coffee table.”

The inside of the house gave off a rich, 
spicy sandalwood aroma, and the decor inside 
held rich colors that were reminiscent of Pavni’s 
maroon hair. Their dad was sitting on the couch, 
taking a sip of the spicy black tea.

“Hello! I assume you’ve already been 
introduced to Pavni, my fiancée?” Rhys 
shuddered. Why hadn’t Dad told them yet? 

“Take a seat, we have a lot to catch up on.”
Hours passed as they talked away of things 

that had happened over the last six years. When 
the incense cones were burned away into dust, 
and that same charred color had filled the sky 
above, they were finished.

“As much as I’ve already heard of you, your 
lives are so unique and special,” Pavni spoke with 
a certain awe as she mixed together a flavorful 
curry. “And I know how hard it is to have to go 
through something like your parents getting 
divorced, really, firsthand.”

Vidalia glanced at the chocolate brown 
carpet, tears brewing at the corners of her eyes. 
She squeezed Tundra tighter.

“I know,” Pavni rushed over and hugged 
Vidalia. “I know what being judged based on 
how you look feels like. I know what feeling 
worry is like, not knowing what will happen 
next. But I realize that it’s okay to give up. 
Sometimes you can’t do anything to get on life’s 
good side. That’s okay though. Life works in 
her own special ways. Everything that happens 
happens for a reason. No good can come 
without the bad. And every heartbreak opens a 
new opportunity for it to be unbroken.”

They were all seated at the table now, the 
plates of aromatic food sitting before them, a 
three-wick ginger candle flickering in the center 
of the table. There was their opportunity. Their 
hearts had been unbroken. 
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Christian Godfrey_______________________________________________________________
Sixth Grade, Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies
Teacher - Angela Shults

Legion

Calloused feet pushing through dry brush 
and sharp stones, Sean glanced at the 

clouded night sky. The lack of stars seemed 
fitting, considering the horror he’d just been 
through. He almost thought about his family, 
prisoners of that . . . monster, Lord Folger, but 
he didn’t. He’d resolved to not cry, not to think 
about it. Shoving his feeling aside, Sean realized 
he was approaching the village.

As his bare feet hit cobblestone, his sharp, 
gray-blue eyes searched for a house to knock 
on. He found a suitable choice, straightened his 
posture, and pounded on the door.

A sleepy, but still nice-looking woman 
opened the door and asked, “And who might 
you be?”

“I-I’m Sean, ma’am. I’m eleven years old, and 
I’m from Kinsale.”

“Where are your parents?”
“They’re . . . captured,” he choked, trying not 

to break into sobs.
“What? By whom?” she asked.
“A man. With a legion and lots of prisoners.”
Through their conversation, the woman, 

Catherine, learned that a man called Lord Folger 
had conquered all the southern villages.

“Fellow people,” Catherine spoke, loud 
and clear, “our villages are being conquered 
ruthlessly by one man and his legion! Unless we 
unite, we’ll be captured!”

This hushed the crowd immediately. As they 
considered what to do, one man shouted back, 
“How do we fight this legion? None of us are 
soldiers, and we don’t have armor or weapons.”

Before Catherine could respond, Sean 
intervened by saying, “We do have weapons! 
Each and every one of you have shovels and 
pitchforks. My village was taken because we 
didn’t fight! We had everything but courage.”

The sight of this young, optimistic child 
inspired the crowd. After learning the plan, the 
crowd dispersed, and Sean went with Catherine 
to her house. The walk home was silent, and 

Sean stayed quiet afterwards, secretly afraid 
about the battle’s possible results, but too 
embarrassed to tell Catherine. 

“Do we have more soldiers than Lord 
Folger?” Catherine asked Sean. Sean nodded 
gleefully, preparing to unite with his parents. 
The sound of the marching legion grew louder; 
the crowd grew quieter and more solemn. As 
the first wave of soldiers broke through Ennis’s 
border, Catherine pushed Sean into a nearby 
building and instructed him to stay where he 
was. 

Seeing the villagers’ position of defense, 
Lord Folger was angered, having never been 
defied before.

“Kill them!” he shouted. “Kill them all, kill 
them!”

The soldiers looked around at each other 
uneasily, never having received this order 
before.

“Why are you standing there, fools? Kill 
them!”

The soldiers turned to face the villagers. 
Defensively, the villagers heaved their makeshift 
spears at the soldiers, with no effect. The 
villagers began dying, and no matter how hard 
they tried, Sean knew that soon they would 
all die. Unless . . . unless someone comes up 
with a plan. He immediately knew what to do. 
Disobeying Catherine, he stepped out into the 
raging fight. Crawling through bare feet and 
boots, shovels and spears, Sean made it to the 
enemy. Standing up, and praying his plan would 
work, Sean asked the nearest soldier, “Sir, my 
parents are in one of those wagons. Could you 
take me to them?” The thought of, How many 
families have we separated? stirred in the soldiers’ 
minds, and thoughts of love for their own wives 
and children stirred in their hearts. Then the 
soldiers did something only Sean expected. 
Every soldier turned around slowly, faced 
Lord Folger, and, in unison with the villagers, 
advanced toward him.
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Lord Folger cowered back, whimpering, 
“No, I helped you, I fought with you,” but none 
of the soldiers or villagers stopped coming, 
and he backed into a corner. Having no mercy, 
the people surrounded him, and, one by one, 
stabbed him with their spears until he passed.

The soldiers opened the rows of prison 
wagons, Sean at their heels. As they turned 
to the last few rows, Sean saw one wagon and 
bolted toward it, crying, “Mom! Dad! It’s me!”

Sean’s mother lifted her head up, overjoyed.
“Sean, it’s you! We’ve been so worried. I’m so 

glad to see you!” she sobbed as a soldier opened 
the wagon, separating the bars between Sean 
and his family; they all immediately embraced, 
together once again.

Standing not far off, Catherine smiled with 
tears of joy streaming down her face, proud of 
the part she had played in helping Sean reunite 
with his family. 
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Emma Nelson__________________________________________________________________
Seventh Grade, Franklin Junior High
Teacher - Kara Keithley

Departed

I waited for the black truck to arrive at my door. 
I never knew my aunt, uncle, and cousin, 

and now they would become my new family. 
However no one could really replace my real 
family. My Mom, Dad and younger brother got 
into a car wreck. I was the only survivor. My 
heart still aches from the experience. To make 
matters worse, I would have to leave my home 
in New York to go and live with my closest 
relatives in the country. My emotions and 
thoughts were acting like they had been put in 
a blender. I was happy that my extended family 
was willing enough to take me into their care; 
I was sad because I would have to live away 
from my home and friends. Everything will be 
different nothing will ever be the same again.

In the middle of my thoughts I heard a 
voice. It was soft, and kind. Little did I know 
that it was my aunt who was calling me. She 
had lovely brown, curly hair and chocolate 
brown eyes that were filled with kindness. She 
resembled my mother so much that I couldn’t 
hold back the tears. As I cried my aunt pulled 
me into a loving hug and told me everything 
would be alright in the end. When I stopped 
crying we packed my things and drove for miles. 
After driving in the middle of nowhere I saw 
a house. It was not small, but not large either. 
I got out of the car and went inside. There on 
the couch was my cousin. She had brown hair 
pulled up into two braids and the same eyes as 
her mother. She looked so much like me that 
we could be sisters. She approached me and 
without saying a word gave me a hug. She told 
me that her name was Aurora but I could call her 
Rory; I told her my name was Nichole. As soon 
I finished my sentence my aunt, who I learned 
was named Camille, called us for dinner. We ran 
into the kitchen. My mouth watered as I smelled 
the aroma of pork and mashed potatoes. After 
I ate, Rory showed me my new room. It was 
larger than my room in New York. The bed was 
draped with beautiful blue covers. I had never 
felt anything so soft in my life. I did not realize 

how late it was, so I quickly got dressed into 
my nightgown and went downstairs. I told my 
aunt that I was super tired and wanted to go to 
bed. She told me that was alright and gave me 
a warm cup of milk. After drinking it, I fell into a 
deep sleep almost instantly. 

It felt like I had only slept for about five 
minutes when I felt a nudge at my shoulder. 
Then I heard a voice telling me to wake up and 
it was time to do the morning chores. I opened 
my eyes and looked at the clock: 4:30! That was 
way too early to wake up. Still I got out of bed 
and got changed. Rory told me that I should 
wear dirty clothes. We went outside where I 
saw my uncle. I hadn’t seen my uncle until that 
moment. He was tall and blond. He wore an 
outfit that looked a lot like something a cowboy 
would wear. He told me his name was Rick. Then 
he gave me a brush and some soap and told 
me that there was a surprise waiting for me out 
in the barn. Rory took me to the red building. 
She had a look of excitement in her eyes as she 
opened the door. There, standing in the middle 
of one of the pens, was a gorgeous brown 
horse. Rory told me that she was a Clydesdale. 
I was told that she would be my horse to 
keep. I couldn’t believe it. I decided to name 
her Starlight after the star on her forehead. 
Starlight had a look in her eyes that made me 
smile all the time. I was taught how to care for 
her. I rode her every day. I loved her more than 
anything. She and Rory were the first friends I 
had in this new environment. And somehow I 
knew that things would be ok.  Aunt Camille, 
Uncle Rick, and Cousin Rory are the kindest 
people, other than my parents, that were ever 
on this Earth. Starlight was and still is the best 
horse ever known. Many years later, I stand here 
surrounded with my family and friends. Yes, I still 
miss my parents so, so much. But I now know 
that I am loved. My life may be different, but I 
now know that change can be good. I now love 
my fun, energetic life.
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Nikka Smith____________________________________________________________________
Seventh Grade, Franklin Junior High
Teacher - Kara Keithley

Half Hearted

Within the walls that confine me to this cell, 
I wait for the day that man disposes of 

me. While they may be intelligent, man’s hearts 
guide them to selfish ignorance and ultimately 
destruction. They conjure unnatural things as 
if they believe they were fallen gods who were 
meant to exceed their creations, only built to 
make their lives easier. And that is where they 
were wrong... They created me to be like them: 
to speak, to dance, to sing, to smile like them. 
But my only purpose was to please them, and 
in that act they denied me the true heart they 
so painstakingly tried to replicate. While I have 
a heart it’s filled with wires, yes it can bleed 
but I don’t feel it, and while it may beat I don’t 
live. I’m merely a projection of what they are, 
a hollow shell along with every copy of me. 
If I touch a burning candle, I’ll feel no pain. 
Eventually man will move on from me and I’ll 
be wiped from existence. Every thought in my 
head, every feature that my master adores so, 
was programed. The simple act of existence 
has driven me mad, if I can even feel that. My 
body is fake along with the artificial soul buried 
within. And now I’ll proceed to finish the tasks 
I was assigned to at creation in the repetitive 
cycle I’ll forever continue, until I’m marked for 
destruction. The metal door swings open with 
the sound of an electronic buzz and I make 
my way up the staircase, each step silent and 
perfect not a hint of stumbling. When I open the 
master’s door, I repeat the line embeded in my 
memory with my auto toned voice “I am Vex.ni 
Copy4.377, it’s a pleasure to serve…”

Master was an older man with frail dark skin 
and blue fogged eyes. Sometimes I would find 
him organizing pennies by their dates and he 
would mutter things to them, but he usually 
was drowned out by his own lungs.  He tried 
to speak to me after I announced my presence 
him. His withered lungs coughed, as words 
attempted to slither from his throat. “Would 
you please st…” he said as his own coughing 
interrupted him, but he persisted to speak 

and managed to slip a few soft words  “Stop 
calling yourself that, Sarah dear.” Master called 
me Sarah because of who I was made for. His 
daughter Sarah had always wanted a sister, 
but her mother and father could not have or 
support another child. So instead, to surprise 
her on her birthday he tried to build one. But his 
first attempt failed, unlike me. No, it did work, 
but not how they wanted it to… When master 
was in the final stages of completion Sarah got 
up to visit her new sister. And she did… but 
Sarah never went back to her room… In fact she 
never moved from that spot… and never would 
again…

Every day master has me sit down in a chair 
and  recite my memories. No they’re not mine, 
they’re hers. The young girl I was modeled after, 
Sarah, had her memories stored within me. 
Sometimes when I couldn’t recall something 
he would walk into the living room and later I 
would find one of Sarah’s old stuffed animals 
with the stuffing strung on the walls. But 
usually  when I could only remember a year 
or two because I wasn’t her, he shocked me. 
Every shock that was delivered expanded my 
capacity to retain information, and in a way, 
making more human like, by conjuring up her 
memories. The shocks have never affected me,  
not one bit in the two years I had been active.  
But I felt it this time. My eyes started to produce 
clear liquid and my chest started to ache. Then 
whatever was happening became more intense 
and I made an awful noise. My eyes started to be 
canceled out with inky black dots and then my 
system shut down…

“Daddy!!!” the voice of a child’s echoed 
melodically as it escaped my lips. A hand 
then clenched tightly around my tiny throat 
and slowly squeezed the life out of my frail 
child like body… and then it switched as if 
going in reverse. I remembered everything, 
I remembered master, but as my Daddy. I 
remember picnics,  mother smelling the freshly 
cleaned clothes, and standing on father’s feet 
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to dance. Everything came back the only thing 
that was in my way was the fear that existed in 
my memory of when I died. But then as quickly 
as these memories came, the wonder of them 
had disappeared. These aren’t my memories, 
they aren’t my parents, and I wasn’t Sarah no 
matter how badly I wished I could have been, 
I just wasn’t. She had died and I, I was simply a 
replacement for her but I wasn’t her…

I woke up in the chair and father asked me 
what I remembered and I told him… He finally 
had gotten his daughter back, and who was I to 
tell him no after he’d worked so hard. “I have a 
present for you Sarah” he whispered softly. He 
left the room to go retrieve something. Father 

came back with a rope in his hand. “I finally did 
it Sarah, I finally got you a sister…” he tugged 
on the rope twice and a smaller girl came out 
with pigtails and a smile. “Your hearts will beat 
as one, because you will share it.” The hand that 
had strangled me, Sarah, was the young girl’s, 
but she was an early model...one with a remote 
control. “She was the first, but to get her to work 
she needed a heart and since Sarah was so set 
on getting a sister I took hers and made two 
of my beloved daughters, twins…” he said as if 
killing your child was a logical choice. “All that’s 
left is to give you the other half, Sarah dear… ”
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On the day after you treasure everything 
you’re thankful for, there comes a day 

where you need to get everything you can 
because it’s on sale. However, during the 
process of this specific day, my friend, comes a 
lot more than you may think. While employees 
are getting ready and setting up for this hectic 
day, little did you know that the items on sale 
are, too.

“Exactly one hour left, guys,” Floral Skater 
Dress told the others, staring as the ornate 
Forever 21 clock strike eleven.

“Oh goodness, I’m not ready for this!” 
Bomber Jacket cried, attempting to pry himself 
off the hanger he was dangling from.

Leather Ballet Flats, irritated with the 
dramaticness of Bomber rolled her eyes, “Will 
you cut it out? It’s not like the love of your life 
was out of stock in nearly five minutes last 
year,” she said with a sigh, remembering her old 
friend, Canvas Sneakers.

Bomber snickered, “Yeah, it’s too bad that 
you’ll just be sitting here while we’re all getting 
raided,” he said.

“Oooooooh,” The Gem Earring Set said. 
Leather then gasped, “Are you saying that... no 
one wants to buy me?”

“Well, you are a bit out of season,” Bomber 
remarked.

“Are you kidding me?” Leather snapped, 
“There are stores all over the place that try 
to recreate my look, but fail tragically! Some 
people come to Forever 21 just for moi!”

Bomber thought for a second, “You know, 
that is subjective,” he stated confidently.

Leather just about had it, “It is a given fact!” 
she shouted, exasperated and hurt with the 
things that whom she thought was her friend 
was saying about her.

With all of the ruckus that was stirring, Satin 
Flared Pants and Fleece Plaid Shirt felt the need 
contribute to the chaos as well. Sooner or later, 
shoes were kicking each other, sharp pieces of 

jewelry were tearing holes in items with delicate 
fabrics, and lipsticks were painting masterpieces 
on every little thing they could find.

Floral kept looking from the left, and then 
to the right, not knowing which scenario to stop 
her eyes on. Finally, she had enough. “STOP IT! 
ALL OF YOU!” Floral yelled in a tone that none of 
the items in Forever 21 had ever heard before.

Everything stopped what they were doing 
and looked up at the skater dress. “Do you all 
even realize what you’re doing?” Floral started. 
“The clock is ticking, and while this is the last 
day we will probably all see each other, you guys 
choose to fight?”

There was a little murmur of voices from 
the audience and Floral continued, “Why don’t 
we all just make up and cherish the last few 
moments we have with each other. Now, who’s 
with me?”

A large portion of the throng cheered. Floral 
grinned and was ecstatic with the output. She 
then looked over at Bomber, who was drawn 
all over with a matte lipstick. “I think you have 
something to say to Leather,” Floral told the 
jacket.

Bomber sighed, “You’re right,” he said 
turning towards Leather. “Leather, I’m sorry. The 
truth is, I was just.. Jealous. It’s true, people do 
come to this store just for you,” he admitted.

Leather’s eyes widened, “Bomber, don’t be 
insecure. You know that people go crazy over 
you,” she said with a soft smile.

“Thanks, Leather.” He said, “You know, maybe 
we could–”

Suddenly, there was a loud screech. All of 
the items looked up at saw a female redhead 
with a horrified look on her face. “What in the 
world happened here!” she yelled, gazing over 
at the mess made. She sighed and looked at the 
clock, “No time for questioning now, I need to 
get this place in shape!”

The readhead beamed her eyes at Bomber, 
“Look at you!” she said, picking up the jacket.

Samiya Haq____________________________________________________________________
Eighth Grade, Poston Junior High
Teacher - Sarah Kiahosseini

The Dark Side of Black Friday
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“Woah! Hey, put me down!” Bomber 
exclaimed, even though he knew that the girl 
could not hear a thing he was saying.

“Noooo!” Leather cried as she was lifted 
shortly after. Satin Flared Pants and Fleece Plaid 
Shirt were next on the list, and others were 
removed subsequently.

By the time the evacuation was over, 
nobody from the group was left except for 
Floral. “All because of a stupid fight.” Floral 
whispered to herself, as tears ran down her eyes.

At last, the clock struck twelve. The redhead 
opened the massive door and in stormed in an 
enormous crowd.

“Where’s the Leather Ballet Flats?” a 
customer asked, “Oh, but this looks cute!” she 
said as she grabbed Floral’s hanger. The skater 
dress realized that she even could have been 

in the same place as Leather if it wasn’t for that 
insane quarrel.

Floral was now crammed into a yellow 
plastic bag. She stared at the revealed sunlight 
as the young girl who bought her opened 
Forever 21’s front door. With the last tear falling 
down her eyes, Floral delivered her final words 
before leaving the store, “I’ll always remember 
you guys,” she said softly as if her friends could 
hear her, “Always.”

Well, now you get a brief explanation of 
how things go during the setup of Black Friday. 
Indeed, it is arduous for the diligent employees, 
but it is just as, if not more, difficult for the items 
on sale as well. While this holiday is usually a 
celebration for most, there is also a very dark 
side of Black Friday.
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Grace Mason___________________________________________________________________
Eighth Grade, Stapley Junior High
Teacher - Julie Miller

Too Much Soup

The plastic binding crunched in a splintery 
way as the school librarian slid the book 

under the scanner. “Thank you!” my high pitched 
nine-year-old voice responded to the affirmative 
beep from the computer. The whole way back 
to the class, sixty little feet marching down the 
cement, I hugged the book to my chest, my soft 
kiddy arms digging into the hard-edged cover. 
Getting to my desk, I peeled my peach-fuzz skin 
off the binding and carefully slid the borrowed, 
inch thick, “big kid” volume on top of the stack 
of papers in my desk. 

Over the past few weeks, my book loving 
self had gotten hooked on Chicken Soup for the 
Soul, the series of books full of uplifting stories, 
each book targeted toward a specific type of 
person. I’d gone through each installment on 
the shelf, laughing and crying in each one. The 
one I had checked out, I believe, was called 
Chicken Soup for the American Soul. Now, me 
being nine and innocent, I felt super grown up 
reading these, because these books seemed to 
open up the world to me, giving me perspective 
to people who dealt with disabilities, cancer, 
little kids, losing loved ones, and moving across 
the country. They made me feel like I knew 
exactly what the world was like, but I had no 
idea.

As I started to read these stories and dove 
further into a new corner of life, I noticed that 
the first couple of stories were all about the 
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center 
on September 11, 2001. I was in fourth grade, 
so I knew about 9/11 already; I knew it was an 
attack, and I knew a lot of people died. 

But then the stories got worse, and I started 
seeing. The next story, and the next, and the 
next, page after controlling page, I couldn’t 
look away from the horror spilled in ink before 
me. Eyewitness accounts from the subways, 
the streets, the neighboring buildings, the 
towers, and the rescue-teams, dust roiling in a 
death cloud through the streets, debris, filth, 
flame, smoke, panic, confusion. I read story 

after story, wanting to stop but not being able 
to. The people haunted me: a woman saved by 
a firefighter who went back in but didn’t come 
out; the people in the second plane taking 
turns at the one phone to say, “I love you,” to 
somebody special one last time; trains stuck in 
the blocked subway tunnels for hours; citizens 
wandering in the aftermath holding pictures 
of loved ones-”Have you seen them? Have you 
seen them?”

I was wholly and utterly terrified. The 
beautiful world the books had built for me 
came crashing down around my ears until I 
was standing in my own personal wreckage. 
Sleep became nearly impossible, cute little 
airplanes painting lines in the sky became 
ominous clouds, ready and waiting to do 
anything, something horrible, the illusion of 
safety the word home brought for me was 
shattered. Nowhere felt protected enough.  My 
little body would shake, I’d hardly ever smile, 
and my stomach would twist itself into knots. 
On the worst days, I’d see my friends laughing 
and playing carefree, and I’d burst into tears at 
the unfairness of it, because they didn’t seem to 
worry but I did. I felt so alone. Every day was like 
standing in an empty, desolate field. The people 
around me were impossible to confide in. Would 
I have ruined their world too?

I will forever love my older sister, Elise, for 
noticing how deep and dark a hole I was in, 
reaching out, and slowly but surely, pulling me 
out of the darkest weeks of my life. She had seen 
my overpowering anxiety, watched me freeze 
as the drone of a plane would stir up memories 
that weren’t mine, and noticed my small frame 
quake at the thought of extensive travel.

One day, as I sat shivering on my bed, my 
guts churning, my whole body tense, Elise took 
my hand, led me across the hall to her room and 
onto her bed. The wisest twelve-year-old I have 
ever known wiped the tears off my face and 
simply and tenderly asked, “What’s up?” 
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I deliberated, running my fidgeting hand 
over the bedspread. So many thoughts wound 
through my mind, like an overcrowded washing 
machine. Would I get in trouble for telling her? 
Would she be mad? The books had come from 
the big kid section in the library, so I knew I 
wasn’t really supposed to read them, but my 
reading level was pretty high, so it was okay to 
do it….right?

I took a hiccoughing breath in and 
shrugged, struggling for words. “Well…” my 
constricted throat made my voice crackly and I 
nearly started crying again. 

Swallowing, I tried again. Not being ready to 
look her in the eye yet, I started talking with my 
gaze pinned to the covers, my fingers soothing 
repetitive rubbing against it serving as an 
anchor. “Well...um, well I checked out a book at 
the library and-” my voice tightened again as I 
nearly started crying again. 

“Yeah?” she asked, completely patient 
and non-condescending, her eyes full of 
understanding and reassuring love. 

I took another breath, then opened my 
mouth and spilled my guts all over her, releasing 
the pent-up negative energy from the last 
month. Through my tears and rambling, my 
best friend and adventure partner held me 
and wiped away more tears with her steady 
hand. I felt myself slowly unwind, a spring tense 
enough to snap being released inside me.  

Lise was understanding and non-blaming. 
I paid attention to the words, “No one would 
bomb residential Mesa,” and listened to her 
calming explanation of good versus bad. That 
day changed my life. I haven’t read a Chicken 
Soup for the Soul cover-to-cover since, and I still 
watch planes fly over, but instead of in fear, I 
watch them in comfort knowing that, come 
what may, I’m going to be just fine.
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Daemyan Golding______________________________________________________________
Ninth Grade, Riverview High
Teacher - Melissa Sedillo

A Steeped Embrace

Taking my typical route, The 101, I took my 
mom’s car so I wouldn’t have to fuel mine. 

The 101 is barren; I can go faster. As I drive, 
another car is making a turn while talking on 
their phone. Panicking, I slam on my brakes like 
a basketball player dunking a ball.

Too late. My car strikes the woman’s 
headlights, first creating a delay booming noise 
hurting my ears. I fly through the windshield 
like a salmon flying out of a stream. My eyes 
launching open from a familiar scent, an odor 
common but always enigmatic at first, until 
it was visible. The immense quantity of blood 
flows from numerous gashes that glisten like 
the bright sun setting over the Pacific. The sight, 
devitalizing my body as my mind gradually 
drifts into a memory. Sirens screaming louder. 
An abrupt shift of my body is being set onto a 
firm surface. My body cold and stiff, as I can 

not make any form of action. As I pry my shut 
eyes open, distorted voices start to speak 
and gloomy figures appear from the bright 
whiteness of a light. My perception starts up 
again, sensing what is going on around me. 
Four people, three paramedics and a female 
with glasses and long curly hair, surround me. 
I attempt to rise up as one of the paramedics 
restrain me. He repeats something that I 
couldn’t quite comprehend because of all 
the shouting. Recovering my strength, I once 
again attempt to break from the restraints. My 
attempts grow stronger until the female in the 
back rose up toward me. Her eyes filled with 
tears as she speaks to me in a calming way. Her 
voice soothes me, my body starts to disengage. 
She holds my hand until the ambulance stops 
and separates us. 

“Mom.” 
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Emma Pyper___________________________________________________________________
Tenth Grade, Mesa High
Teacher - Lorelei Barker

All I Want for Christmas Is Computer 
     Paper

It had been a sleepless night for my nine-year-
old self all the way from when I said my good 

night to my elders at midnight, to 1:00 a.m., 
when I finally lost all patience for Christmas day 
to arrive. My tiny frame jolted up from my self-
designated spot on my sister’s bed, leaving a 
miniscule indent on the memory foam pillow. In 
slow motion, I tried my best to mimic the tiptoe 
of the mouse on Tom and Jerry, and crept out 
of the pitch black room littered with present 
wrappings. I was about to do something I would 
soon consider a grave mistake and a slightly 
over-rated family tragedy. 

Achieving my goal to make my way 
smoothly to the hallway, I closed the creaky 
door as quietly as humanly possible for a child 
of my caliber, twisting the bronze doorknob so 
that no click would disturb my peaceful sibling. 
I braced myself for my next course of action, 
taking a deep breath, knowing what I had to 
do. See, I don’t know if parents are aware these 
days, but in the dead of night before Christmas 
morning, all the valiant young children make 
about three to four trips to the Christmas tree to 
check up on Santa’s schedule. 

This was my first journey to the tree that 
night. I would have to hurdle couches, pets, 
and wrapping paper all piled up in my way like 
a rocky terrain. All without making a noise. But 
alas, the impossible could be done by this tiny 
curly-haired adventurer! I made it through all 
the obstacles, mentally patting my own back. 

A curious canine, large and slim, with kind 
brown eyes and a generally motherly nature, 
watched as I padded my way to the family room 
like an excited kitten. Then, tentatively peering 
into the dimly lit space, I caught my breath as I 
beheld the extravagant sight. My sparkly eyes 
scanned the area, from the shiny ornaments 
reflecting the lights on the tree and making 
them dance on the walls like woodland fairies, 
to the velvety blood red stockings fashioned 

with handsome foliage, to the neatly wrapped 
gifts scattered around the tree, marked with 
bows, in a numerous amount enough to 
satisfy the wants of nine family members. It 
was enough to make a grown man cry! I could 
see Mr. Claus himself shedding a few wet 
ones over the view. The toasty warm aroma of 
freshly baked and eaten chocolate chip cookies 
mingled in the air with the scent of the burnt, 
dying embers of the fireplace. 

I nearly took a triple take to fully discover 
my next sighting amidst the jungle of glorious 
things. Right there, before my glowing eyes, was 
the one gift that outshined all other presents: 
a sparkly hot pink Barbie bike, complete with 
white tires and pink plastic strings on the ends 
of the handlebars, JUST LIKE I ASKED FOR IN MY 
LETTER TO SANTA! I squealed inwardly and did 
an awkward little dance toward the bike of my 
dreams, resembling a barefoot person on the 
sidewalk of a scorching Arizona day. I traced my 
finger along the pink rubbery handlebars and 
smiled back at Barbie’s perfect face painted on 
the side of the bike.

My hopeful hands reached the tag and I 
read it: expecting to see the words: “To: Emma” 
written in my mother’s pretty handwriting– 
because everyone knows that once you become 
a parent, you are automatically dubbed “Santa’s 
Helper.” 

But, as I gazed upon the little card, my 
hopeful heart took a dive. My eyes darted 
over and over the true lettering: “To: Leilene”, 
processing the unwelcome truth. My sister got 
the very thing on Christmas that I asked for! 
Santa must have got our letters mixed up. But 
how could he? I ought to show him a piece of 
my mind. I lingered at the sparkly bike a little 
while longer, perhaps waiting for the little gift 
tag to magically alter the lettering that had just 
fractured my little heart. It didn’t.
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Well, I reminded myself, that a bike isn’t the 
only toy in the sleigh. There’s still more presents 
to take a look at! Nodding in agreement with 
myself, I sauntered over to the pre-positioned 
stockings. Huh, the stockings didn’t have any 
names on them. I recalled from the year earlier 
that they were in order from the youngest to 
oldest. So, I extracted the second one on the 
left, because I was the second youngest. Little 
did I know that was not my stocking; I had just 
unwillingly taken possession of my mother’s 
gifts. 

Eagerly, with my furry companion looking 
over my shoulder, and my face beaming, I 
flipped the sock upside down and emptied the 
contents. The grin positioned on my mouth 
drooped as quickly as a kitten trying to escape a 
crazy cat lady once I saw what was inside. 

Fancy computer paper, scotch tape, several 
white socks, post-it notes, a calendar, and a 
journal?! What in the world was I supposed to 
do with all of that?! 

Internally screaming, I shook my fist at the 
ceiling, questioning, WHY, OH WHY, DID IT HAVE 
TO BE ME?! Who was I now, Miss Maturity Pants? 
Did they forget when I competed with my sister 
for the loudest burps the other day, or when 
I dressed the dog up for Halloween as Harry 
Potter and role-played The Prisoner of Azkaban? 

At this point I was completely and utterly 
devastated. You know, I should have put two 
and two together by then and figured out the 
stocking wasn’t mine, but no. 

I spotted my mom’s computer paper from 
the stocking on the floor, and decided to make 
the best out a “bad” situation.  I wrote down 
my thoughts on the eventful morning, trying 
my absolute hardest to be positive. Snatching a 
pink paper adorned on the edges with magenta 
flowers, I wrote a little note.

1:15 in the morning, Christmas day
Opened all my presents, loved them all.  

Leilene got the bike I wanted (frowny face with 
fangs).

When I finished the little journal entry, I 
concluded that my work here was done and 
sauntered back to my bedroom and climbed 
back into my bed. Labelling the incident 
gratifying, I drifted off into the land of sugar 
plum fairies and sweet treats for the second 
time that night. 

That is, until 7:00 in the morning when 
everyone else in my family was just jumping 
with excitement to find out what Santa left 
them. While my parents were having difficulty 
getting me out of bed. They were extremely 
confused until they came upon the sight in our 
family room of a curious note next to an empty 
stocking.  My mom picked up my note, and all 
of a sudden, the confusion fled my parents’ 
minds. They now understood why I was still 
wrapped in my warm covers. Mom and Dad 
marched to my room, my older siblings trailing 
behind like ducklings behind their mother. They 
all entered my messy quarters demanding what 
exactly I was doing at 1:15 in the morning, just 
like a police investigation. And this was my 
explanation: “I don’t get why I couldn’t just open 
my presents! I couldn’t sleep, and they were 
calling for me.” My parents just started laughing. 
My siblings were enraged of course, but I got 
away with it with no consequences! 

“Emma,” my Mom explained to me, “that 
stocking wasn’t for you, it was for me. Yours is 
this one.” She handed me a more promising 
stocking. I think I literally did a fist bump in 
excitement. “Thanks, Mom,” I said with a tear in 
my eye, “And the bike is mine, too??” She gazed 
down at me and smiled. “At this point, I don’t 
think you should ask for anything else, dear.”       

To this very day, I never hear the end of this 
little tale of woe. I guess I should be grateful 
my siblings aren’t still fuming mad about my 
actions, but I think maybe them teasing me 
about it every single holiday season is worse. 
Whenever a new guest comes for Thanksgiving 
dinner, “The Emma Story” must be told to 
them with no detail escaping. Meanwhile, I sit 
in the corner, arms folded, while they laugh 
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their heads off, commenting things like:  “I 
can’t believe you did that!” or my personal 
favorite: “You’re such a sweet quiet little thing, I 
wouldn’t expect that out of you!” Well, little do 
they know that being a “quiet little thing” has 
its perks!  It allows me to get away with pretty 

much anything. They have no idea. My family 
may keep this little instance dear to their heart, 
labelling it “proof Emma was actually a demon 
child,” but the only thing I am thinking of while 
they laugh over Christmas dinner at me is all the 
things they will never find out.
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Amber Wadsworth______________________________________________________________
Tenth Grade, Mesa High
Teacher - Lorelei Barker

Not a Toe-tal Disaster

How does one appear attractive to guys? It’s 
a question that has plagued females for 

decades. Is personality key? Or looks? Do boys 
like shy girls or bold, awkward or athletic? Okay, 
probably not awkward, the point being that it’s 
rough not knowing. However, I believe I have 
the answer, acquired by painful research. Yes, I 
believe all you need to win a boy’s attention is to 
have a near-death experience around them, or 
at least a serious injury. 

I discovered this truth one hot day in July. 
My friend, Jade, and our respective sisters, 
Mandy and Naia, and myself had just arrived at 
the Mesa High pool. There was nothing about 
the calm, sunny weather to suggest the crazy 
adventure that lay before us.

The lifeguard at the desk in the lobby 
flashed a blindingly white smile at us. “Welcome 
to Mesa Aquatics Complex!” he said warmly.  

Jade and I grinned and hurried forward to 
hand him our family pool passes. She got there 
first and gave the lifeguard her pass. I watched 
their fingers brush as the card was transferred 
from Jade’s grip to his. 

“Alright, you’re good to go!” he beamed, 
returning the pass.

Then it was my turn. My destiny was at 
hand. I inhaled deeply and stepped forward.

“Hello,” I began, smiling winningly. “How 
are— ” 

“Just hurry and show him the pass!” Mandy 
interrupted excitedly, shoving the paper into his 
hand and ruining any chances I had with this 
lifeguard. 

“Have fun!” he called as the four of us walked 
outside. I turned to wave, but he wasn’t looking. 
Oh, well. One missed opportunity wasn’t the 
end of the world.

“Let’s race to the pool!” Jade called, jerking 
me out of my thoughts. We dropped our towels 
on a beach chair and took off.  

I arrived first at the deep end, Mandy right 
behind me. As she skidded to a stop beside me, 

I thrust out my arms, shoving her into the water. 
She fell with a yelp.

Naia, my sister’s loyal friend, set out to 
avenge Mandy. She pushed me with all her 
might, and I stumbled into the water, probably 
shrieking in a very unladylike manner. 

FWOOOOM. Bubbles paraded to the surface 
as I plunged downward. The temperature was 
perfect, and my hair floated in a soft cloud 
around me like a mermaid’s. For a moment, time 
stood still. 

Then I smacked into the bottom of the pool. 
To this day, I’m still not sure what happened. All 
I remember is resurfacing with a piercing agony 
in my toe. 

I sucked in air as my head broke the surface. 
Agony raced up my whole leg. The fourth toe 
on my right foot did not appear any different 
from its companions, but it was racked with 
anguish. The others would just have to go on 
without me, because there was absolutely no 
way in the world that I could enjoy the pool with 
this torturous wound. Then I discovered that as 
long as I put no weight on my injured foot, the 
torment retreated. As we all began to giggle and 
splash, I forgot about the pain. 

That is, until we decided to migrate to the 
Lazy River. 

We clambered out of the pool and started 
walking. The second I stepped on my right foot, 
pain shot through my leg. “Ouch!” 

The others stared at me. I balanced on my 
left foot and told them I must’ve hit my toe on 
the bottom of the pool. Jade kindly volunteered 
to help me walk. I leaned heavily on her, and we 
continued on our way. 

Things were going just swimmingly 
until I spied a lifeguard striding toward us. I 
immediately panicked and pointed this out to 
Jade. “Are we in trouble? Is this about running by 
the pool earlier?” I whispered frantically. Then I 
realized that the reason he was approaching us 
probably had something to do with the fact that 
Jade was practically carrying me. 
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“What’s the matter?” he asked suspiciously 
as he reached us. 

“Oh--I think I hit my foot on the bottom of 
the pool,” I stammered, slumping onto Jade and 
gingerly holding my foot off the ground. “But I’m 
fine.”

“Right...well, if you need ice, please stop by 
the office.” He pointed it out to us, smiled, and 
walked off.

We had almost made it to the Lazy River 
when we were accosted by another lifeguard. 

“What’s wrong with your foot?” he 
questioned. I dramatically repeated my tale of 
woe. 

“You should probably see the guards in the 
office,” he recommended, walking away and 
glancing concernedly back over his shoulder. He 
was sweet.

Finally, we reached our destination. “Maybe 
you should go to the office,” Jade suggested, 
worry in her tone.

“What about the Lazy River?  Maybe my toe 
will feel better afterwards,” I suggested, eager to 
be floating down the cool current.

My toe did not feel better afterwards. As 
soon as I stepped out of the water, a lightning 
bolt of pain zipped up my leg. Due to my 
lameness, in both senses of the word, we would 
have to admit defeat and leave the pool.

Why was I the reason we had to cut short 
our pool day? Why did I have to be the one to 
accidentally karate chop the bottom of the pool 
and enfeeble myself, ruining not only my day 
but also that of my friends and sister?

Jade assisted my awkward exit from the 
pool. My walk of shame was interrupted by yet 
another lifeguard. Yes, for the third time that 
day, a boy was confronting me to strike up a 
conversation! My gloomy spirits brightened as 
he approached. In my opinion, this whole injury 
strategy was working out pretty darn well.

I flipped my hair as he drew closer and 
prepared to retell my sad story. But this time, 
instead of asking questions, the lifeguard simply 
said, frowning at my foot, “You should come to 
the office. Ice is the best thing for your hurt toe.” 

Apparently word got around quickly here. 
Now, guys were not only coming up to talk to 
me, but also discussing me behind my back. I 
made mental note to try this more often.

“See you soon, I guess,” I muttered to Jade. 
The lifeguard led me around the pool, up to 
a large building, and through the door into a 
cool, humid room. The first thing I saw was the 
shimmering reflection of the pool on the walls, 
gleaming through the window facing the pool.

The next thing I noticed was the lifeguards 
— tall, tan, muscular — and all looking at me. I 
realized that maybe the day hadn’t been such a 
waste after all.

The kind gentleman who had led me into 
the office now handed me ice. “You can sit here,” 
he gestured to a chair by the door— “and use 
the ice for twenty minutes.”

“Thanks!” I squeaked, dropping into the 
chair and clutching the icepack to my foot. 
Twenty minutes passed like a dream. Guys 
walked passed me. Most kept glancing at me. 
Some smiled. One even stopped to talk! Well, 
mostly he was just asking me to fill out some 
sort of information paper about my impaired 
toe. But he did want my number! That is, I had 
to fill out my phone number on the sheet he 
gave me. But, in my mind, it was definitely close 
enough to the real thing.

All too soon, Jade poked her head in to 
inform me that her mom had arrived to pick 
us up. I sadly limped out of the office, saying a 
miserable mental goodbye to the lifeguards. 
On the bright side, I did acquire some valuable 
information from my time at the pool that 
day. For starters, friends are pretty much the 
greatest. They know how crazy you are and still 
choose to be seen with you in public. That’s 
commitment. Secondly, don’t horse around in 
shallow water by the pool. Death (aka: a serious 
toe injury) may occur. And finally, ladies, for a 
fail-proof way to get that special somebody’s 
attention, just do what I did. Out of the blue, 
accidentally on-purpose injure yourself. I 
promise— the right kind of guy will notice.
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Michael Borrmann______________________________________________________________
Eleventh Grade, Red Mountain High
Teacher - Nan Brinker

Grey Morning

I woke up with a pounding headache. I stirred 
against a rough comforter and squeaky 

mattress. I was convinced that this bed was 
never meant for sleeping. It sat, hardly touched, 
in the guest room of my grandparents’ house. 
Tucked in the corner, against a curtained 
window, covered with scratchy embroidered 
pillows: A colorless picture, a little bit vintage, 
mostly generic. I glanced at the blinking digital 
clock on the nightstand. It read 3:07 a.m., but 
there was grey morning leaking into the room. 
I scooched my legs over the edge of the bed 
and pushed my toes into the carpet. I coughed 
at the dusty smell of the room, and noticed 
my sore throat. My eyes felt red and swollen. I 
staggered to the door, dragging my heavy feet 
with me.

I stumbled through the tiled hallway into 
the living room. Everyone was already up and 
lifted their heads as I walked in. My mother was 
sitting on the couch. I looked at her puffy eyes, 
leftover mascara smeared and streaked on her 
cheeks. I looked to her for anything at all. But 
she had nothing to give. My grandmother came 
from the kitchen, where, even today, she was 
cooking breakfast. She put her arms around 
me, not in her typical joyous  “good morning” 
fashion, but tightly, wholeheartedly, and with 
tears in her eyes. I put my chin on her shoulder, 
not even having the energy to shut my eyes. I 
stared, she ran her hands through my stringy 
hair. She took me by both arms and held me 
out to look me over for a moment. Almost 
immediately, she let out a whimper of pity, 
and took me back in once more. It was one of 
the few times she hadn’t a thing to say. No one 
did. My mother came and patted my head. I 
turned and embraced her tightly. I tried to cry. I 
could feel the sobs welling up in my throat, but 
nothing was coming out. My mother lifted my 
head and stroked my cheeks. 

I slinked away from her and out to the 
yard. The house had a horrible stagnant air. The 
place where I spent my Wednesdays growing 

up, eating my grandmother’s world famous 
vegetable beef soup, playing hide-and-seek and 
wrestling with my cousins, reading whimsical 
storybooks in the back room, it seemed empty, 
haunted by heaviness and solemnity. Outside 
was a little better. The water in the pool rippled 
with the breeze. Smokey clouds hung over the 
house. And, ironically, birds were singing.

I saw my uncle sitting on the steps, chin 
resting on his clasped hands, clad in pajama 
pants and his signature baseball cap. I started 
toward him. He turned at the sound of my bare 
feet toddling over the brick. He stretched his 
arm out in silent greeting; I snuggled under 
it. He kissed my head and rocked me back and 
forth gently. I finally felt tears rolling down 
my cheeks. I sniffled hard and began to let out 
pathetic little cries. He held me tighter, and I 
heard him begin to weep himself. 

For a long while, we kept our silence. I put 
my head on his chest and continued to cry, 
quietly enough to hear his heartbeat. I had 
never cherished the rhythmic thudding so 
much, and so bitterly. At a wave of renewed 
realization, I began tearfully gasping for air. My 
uncle stroked my hair in a feeble attempt to 
comfort. He took a long breath, searching for 
something to say.

“I don’t know, sweetie,” he relented. I sat up 
and shifted a little, looking up at him. 

“Me neither.” I perched myself under his arm, 
looking at the sky. It truly was a grey morning. 
What little light there was at this hour was 
muffled by the swirling overcast. I absently 
watch it, stirring and churning. It seemed to go 
endlessly up. But out, a few miles north of the 
house, I caught a glimpse of clear sky. I settled 
back down into my uncle’s arms, gazing out 
as far as I could see. He pulled me closer. I put 
my head on his chest once again, closed my 
eyes, and sleepily listened to his heartbeat for 
a while longer. Then, as if routine, I heard my 
grandmother distantly call us in for breakfast. 
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Little voices used to visit her head at night. 
She couldn’t remember when they first 

came, or how their nightmares broke through 
her dreamcatchers. All she knew was that she 
couldn’t escape their whispers.

She lived in a palace purchased by a doting 
mother and father. Her parents treasured their 
precious children, and in return the children 
loved them. The house was a grand place filled 
with love.

Except at night.
When darkness fell, the voice arose. The 

voices would whisper to her and told her the 
truth. They explained to her the way that reality 
worked and told her of her place under the pale 
moonlight.

You’re smart, but you’ll never be smartest.
Your eyes may be bright, but you’ll never be 

the prettiest.
You may not be fat, but you’ll never be 

thinnest.
You might be good, but you’ll never be the 

best. There’s always someone better than you. 
Life is too hard; give it a rest. Sleep is what 

you really want to do.
Her mind would hear echoes of family, 

the people she loved. The people said she was 
special, yet the voices claimed otherwise. Their 
murmurs of hatred and uselessness resounded 
in her ears. The voices urged her to leave, 
babbling that she might as well disappear.

She thought of a day, with rain and 
umbrellas. A day where her family would travel 
to a field filled with gravestones. She imagined 
what it would be like, for her mother’s tears to 
mix with the downpour. Her father. Her brother. 
Yet something in the vivid picture was wrong; 
someone was absent from her family.

Ahh, yes, there she would be. Buried in the 
ground, asleep, finally realizing the truth of 
reality.

The voices would hiss, and whisper these 
things. There was no time to waste. The sooner 
she obeyed, the sooner everything would fall 
silent. Yet strangely their orders frightened 
her, as the tears dripped night after night. She 
couldn’t comprehend why—they told the truth, 
right?

Finally one night, the girl had had enough. 
She stopped searching for answers through the 
glowing tablet in her hand and moved to the 
shelf. Pushing aside thick fantastical bindings, 
she pulled out a book. A heavy book. A holy 
book.

The book told her that the voices were 
wrong. The tearstained pages would quiet her 
mind, slowly, gradually. The girl spoke to the 
creator of the book, the creator of the world. She 
began to believe that there was another path, a 
new escape from the voices. A path that did not 
end in the soggy cemetery, suffocating beneath 
the earth.

The next day, at school, the girl’s friend told 
her something new. Her friend laughed with 
relief and mentioned a strange thing that only 
this friend would ever come up with.

“I was worried that a snake had eaten your 
soul!”

And that night, the girl cried again, and 
she swore it would be for the last time. But this 
night, the moon watched the girl cry tears of joy. 
For the girl was thankful that her God had saved 
her from the evil serpent that plagued her mind 
for many past months.

Tessa Spangler_________________________________________________________________
Eleventh Grade, Westwood High
Teacher - Cherilyn Guy

Voices at Night
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I have dreaded this day for the entire 
summer. It is the last day of camp. In about two 
hours, the once chaotic wonder that is camp 
will be desolate and silent. Parents will drive 
their SUVs and heavy duty pick-up trucks up 
the maze of a highway following the sound of 
their child’s laughter through the trees. Over 
the river and through the woods to Camp 
Sky-y, the place that has been my home for 
eleven summers and my place of residence for 
the last nine weeks. From the ever-changing 
herd of kids that come every Sunday, to the 
butterscotch-vanilla smell of the Ponderosa 
Pines, I love everything about this place that I 
will soon have to leave as well. 

I will be leaving behind Indian Village, my 
own little neighborhood in the quirky town that 
is Sky-y. Indian Village, where Pokémon cards 
and beef jerky are the only forms of currency 
known. The place where lifelong friends are 
made and role models are found. My neighbors, 
the eight other guys that kids will grow to love 
and idolize. These other guys are the greatest 
people you will ever meet, they have the 
patience of a parent and the knowledge of all 
the original 151 Pokémon. They are capable of 
wonderful things from consoling a homesick 
child, to helping calm down a kid who feels 
like the world is ending because he didn’t get 
seconds on pizza. Indian Village, where one 
billion and two questions about five hundred 
and ninety four different things are asked a 
second. So many memories in this village; 
late night talks around the campfire, getting 
attacked by a ghost while setting up mouse 
traps, and countless more. But it’s really the little 
things that will make me miss Indian Village. 
Things like how Cabin 3 always smells like Axe 
body spray, or the spot under the top bunk in 
Cabin 2 where I carved my name when I was a 
camper. All these things make up a wonderful 
neighborhood that even Mr. Rodgers would be 
jealous of.

Walking up the hill past the nurse and ping 
pong table, to main camp, where carnivals are 

held and Jedi Padawans are trained. Shoulder 
to shoulder, singing songs about the immortal 
black socks and a Lavatory Man. After which, 
a stampede of hundreds of hungry kids will 
bust through the doors of the Dining Hall, like 
a cowboy entering a saloon. There the hungry 
herd of little humans will devour whatever beast 
is put in front of them. Oh no! It’s a bacon day! 
All alliances are broken, nobody is safe. The 
herd dives onto the bacon. Their counselors, 
oh those poor counselors. “One at a time!” they 
will scream, “Jimmy isn’t bacon!” Their pleas of 
reconciliation prove to be pointless, the kids will 
demolish the pile of bacon in seconds. But then, 
the smoke clears. The anarchy is over, all that is 
left, are laughing kids and hungry counselors. 
After the meal has been consumed, the herd will 
retreat to their cabins, where they will begin to 
pack their things. Counselors, still recovering 
from breakfast, will help the now peaceful yet 
troubled herd roll up their sleeping bags and zip 
up their suitcases. As each kid one by one has 
their stuff packed, they slowly and sadly trudge 
to the center of the village. For most of them 
this means this is the last time they will see their 
new friends for a year. As kids trickle towards the 
campfire, I can’t help but remember the times I 
have spent around that campfire. Late night jam 
sessions with Broden, the cheeky Australian, 
and a very angry man named Logan; and tales 
of the terrifying Grandma Cam. Parents start to 
come over the hill, and kids begin to leave one 
by one until there are no more. As they leave, 
parents are ambushed with stories of delight 
and wonder from their stay at Sky-y.

The kids are gone, the cabins are empty. 
Left alone, I know it’s another summer gone by. 
I grab my bags and head to my car to drive away 
from this place for one final time this summer. 
The long drive home allows time enough to 
reminisce. As I come out of the mountains, 
down the winding road home, I’m reminded of 
my other life I’ve been away from. My family, my 
friends, other adventures all await me. I smile 
and step a little harder on the gas. 

Justin Bump___________________________________________________________________
Twelfth Grade, Red Mountain High
Teacher - Tracie Garrard

Sky-y
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Elizabeth Viator________________________________________________________________
English Teacher - Dobson High

A Divine Gift

We were never an affectionate family.  It 
was not customary for us to hug or kiss 

one another goodnight.  The words, “I love you,” 
felt foreign upon our tongues.  Generally, as a 
family, we practiced the art of stoicism, hiding 
feelings rather than risk exposing them.  

Contributing to our unspoken code, a family 
secret kept our mouths shut and hearts closed:  
My father was an alcoholic.  Living with him 
while he drank was live living in a mine field; 
we could never be sure where to place our 
next step or how he might react to the smallest 
disturbance.  We held our breath while this 
ominous force controlled our father, changing 
him from kind teacher to bitter tyrant. 

I never understood why my father drank.  
Perhaps it was because he was a creative, 
intelligent man who settled for a secure—
but thankless—job that would feed his seven 
children.  Inventor, photographer, carpenter, 
philosopher, jack-of-all-trades—he could do 
anything.  But even with all his goodness and 
intelligence, he lost his battle with the bottle.  
Maybe he wanted to stop—I don’t know.  The 
bottle always won.  

Memories of my father, then, wind through 
my mind in a disjointed slide show.  Good times 
and bad click randomly in my head:  In that one, 
he recites Poe’s poem “The Raven” in his deep 
baritone.  In the next, he slumps over the kitchen 
table with a bottle of whiskey.  There, he is walking 
around our property holding my hand.  Next, he’s 
fallen asleep on the fire grate in the dining room 
instead of upstairs in his bed.  Over there, he’s at 
the bank cosigning a loan for Bill, his oldest son 
after his house burned to the ground.  The final 
slide freezes into its frame:  I’m phoning the police 
to take him away the only time he ever hit Mom.  

Years passed and we all grew up and left 
home, but not without feeling we had missing 
something.  We each left with an emptiness we 
could not name.  How could we name what we 
did not know? 

I moved to Arizona from Massachusetts, 
thinking that the distance I placed between us 
would erase haunting memories.  Changing 
the geography, however, did not lessen the 
heaviness.  It also did not change the desire to 
love my father at least as much as I hated his 
alcoholism.

Returning home for visits presented much 
anxiety, but I returned anyway.  Obligation 
and guilt directed me home, like a compass 
needle fixed on north.  One summer I returned 
without my husband and my anxiety increased 
tenfold.  At least when we were all together, 
he could keep me grounded, so that I would 
not whirlwind into the inevitable alcoholic 
maelstrom.  

Before leaving Phoenix, I would calculated 
my “Plan B”:  I would leave if I became 
uncomfortable.  I would stay with friends if 
necessary.  I would tell my parents that I could 
not stay under such duress.  Even though my 
leaving might create hurt feelings, I did not 
want to subject my son to my father’s bouts 
with the dark side.  My son deserved better.  
Maybe I did too. 

Daniel had been teething and fussed every 
night of my visit.  By the fourth night, his nightly 
ritual of incessant howling wore me down to 
the marrow.  Urgently, I rocked him and sang, 
“Shhish, little baby, don’t you cry.”  However, no 
amount of singing, cajoling, or applying Anbesol 
appeased him.  Exhausted, I sat on the edge of 
the bed and began to cry too.  

The wooden boards creaked as my father 
stepped into my old bedroom, his head nearly 
touching the low New England ceilings.  I 
looked up.  He was not drunk.  He had been 
drinking, but he hadn’t crossed the line yet.  He 
said gently, “Why don’t you let me take him for 
awhile?”

Because my resistance had worn thin, I 
handed my son over to my father without 
hesitation.  Had I thought about the absurdity 
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of my action based on my father’s history of 
drunkenness, I would have rejected his request 
immediately clutching Daniel tighter in my 
arms.  Dazed by exhaustion and desperation, 
though, I handed him over.  

Still, I did not sleep.  
Instead I listened more intently to every 

sound:  the scratching of mice traveling down 
their nocturnal highway behind the thin walls; 
the burp of the freezer door opening and 
closing; the dull thud of a china cabinet door; 
the muffled footsteps upon the Oriental rug; 
the screech of a maple chair against pine; the 
whimpering of my firstborn.  

I strained my ears to listen for the sound 
I dreaded hearing the most:  the tinkling of 
smooth, flowing whiskey over ice.  But I did not 
hear it.  In fact, other than the familiar sounds 
of the night, all was quiet.  Daniel had stopped 
crying.  As I descended the stairs, a soft cooing 
and gurgling greeted me.  

Sitting upon my dad’s lap, Daniel’s chubby 
arms rested on the dining room table.  Dad’s 
thumb was stuck in Dan’s mouth, a human 
pacifier.  A small bowl of maple walnut ice cream 
sat before them.  I watched my father pull his 
thumb out of his grandson’s mouth, dip it into 
the ice cream and plop it back in again as he 
must have done many times over the last hour.  

Dad looked up.  His chiseled face softened 
and he smiled in the dim light.  

“How at ease he looks now,” I thought.  “How 
different his life could have been—if he’d had 
only one or two kids instead of seven.  If he had 
attempted to market any of his inventions.  If his 
life hadn’t been controlled by alcohol.”

“He likes it,” he said simply. 
I laughed.  “Runs in the family, I guess.”  I 

reached for my son, thanked my father and 
returned upstairs.  

The rest of the week passed without 
incident.  Dad took his grandson on tractor 
rides, and held his tiny hand as they walked the 
property line.  For the first time, I saw my father 
as a human being and recognized my own 
frailty as a parent.  

On the last evening of my visit, just before I 
climbed the stairs for bed, I watched my father 
playing solitaire at the dining room table.  
Incandescent light glowed from the T.V. against 
the backdrop of the August night, blaring out 
the eleven o’clock news.  He slapped down one 
card after another, lost in his own thoughts.  
Had I mumbled “Good night” as I normally did, 
he probably would have mumbled back, “Good 
night” without even looking up.  Instead, for 
reasons still unknown to me, I stood behind his 
chair, put my arms around his neck, hugged 
him, and whispered, “I love you.” 

I did not expect a response.  But I felt 
compelled to tell him, to say the words out loud.  
I needed him to know—no matter what our 
history had been—that he was loved.   That I 
loved him. 

He remained frozen in the chair, stunned.  
A card seemed stuck between his thumb and 
forefinger.  I laughed at this surreal tableaux 
that could only exist in families, I thought, not 
in novels or poems or lyrics.  I walked through 
the hall and caught his reflection in the hall 
window.  He hadn’t moved one bit.  I turned to 
grab the newel post, and climbed the stairs, two 
at a time.  Before I had reached the last stair, he 
called out, “I love you, too.”

That night I slept soundly.  
One week later struggling to acclimate to 

the monsoon desert heat, the phone rang.  It 
was my mother on the line.  Since she only 
called when someone died, her voice was like 
the caw of a vulture circling its prey.  I prepared 
myself to hear that Uncle Eddie, in his mid 80’s, 
had passed on since he had been hospitalized 
during my visit.  

She always prefaced the death knell by 
saying, “I have some bad news.”  

She paused for what seemed like a very 
long time.  “Uncle Eddie?” I asked somewhat 
expectantly.

“It’s your father,” she said slowly.  “He’s had a 
heart attack.  Went right away.” 

I hung up the phone and sat down.  All I 
could think of was that one week earlier—to the 
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day—I told him I loved him.  I was so grateful to 
whatever divine energy possessed me to break 
our code of silence that evening.  I cherished 
my last memories of him as another slide show 
projected on the inner recesses of my heart:  

There he is taking his grandson on the tractor.  
Next, he’s applying ice cream to Daniel’s gums.  
There he is playing solitaire when I remember him 
saying, “I love you.”  Then, he’s waving good-bye at 
Albany Airport.  



Poetry
Writing that develops an idea in a fresh, original way, in a format  
that breaks from traditional prose through the use of line breaks,  

word placement, rhythm, rhyme, and/or other poetic elements.
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Ava Swapp_________________________________________________________
Kindergarten, Johnson Elementary
Teacher - Melinda Whisenant

Lunch at School with My Mom
Morning and night
I beg my mom to eat lunch at school.
Today, she tells me, OK, she might.
My class thinks she is fun, pretty, and cool.
I love when my mom eats at school. 

Christina Seder_____________________________
Kindergarten, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Rachelle Sears

Arizona
Arizona is a hot place.
There are rattlesnakes.
Big mountains are hard to climb.
There are cowboys riding horses to the pines. 

Esther Griner_________________________________
First Grade, Franklin at Brimhall Elementary
Teacher - Tracey Marr

A Bee on Monday
I saw a bee in a tree,
I said oh goodness me.
I wished it was Sunday,
But it was Monday. 
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Mackenna Renschler_______________________________________________________
First Grade, Red Mountain Ranch Elementary
Teacher - Kimberly Balanoff

Winter Feelings
I see people with very warm clothes on,
I hear people singing Christmas music,

I smell gingerbread cookies with a cookie reindeer too,
I taste snowflakes falling on my tongue,

I feel wind on me and it’s making me shiver,
I know that Santa knows that I am bad or good,

I hope I am good. 

Violet Gustafson________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Brinton Elementary
Teacher - Anette DeAnda

Winter Wonderland
Winter looks like red rosy cheeks!
Winter smells like toasted marshmallows by the fire pit.
Winter tastes like gooey squishy s’mores. 
Winter sounds like joy and laughter all around you.
Winter feels like freezing cold frost bite!

Winter is all around me!
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Paul Trendler_____________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Alane Eaton

                        The Piano
Every time I get home from school,

I play something, I play it cool.
I know some of you have made a guess,
If you guessed piano, the answer is “yes.”

It is a great instrument you see.
I can play about turtles, I can play about a bee.
But when my piano time has come to an end,

I write a poem and it I will send . . .
To a big school contest that is named Voices.

You can do it or not, it’s up to your own choices.
So that is how this poem showed up here today,

Maybe next time I’ll write about a horse that says “neigh.”

Blake Broyles______________________________________
Third Grade, Las Sendas Elementary
Teacher - Jo-Anne Bondelli

Anger
Anger is fire going across your skin.
It tastes like hot ghost peppers.
It smells like dark foggy smoke
And reminds me of a volcano erupting.
It looks like the demon and fire.
It sounds like babies crying.
Anger makes me feel dead inside. 
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Caroline Stream_______________________________________________
Third Grade, MacArthur Elementary
Teacher - Stephanie Mast

             Baking
Crack the eggs.
Pour the milk.
Add the water.
Slice the butter.
Grind the flour.

Dump the sugar.
Bake the cake.

Spread the frosting.
Shake the sprinkles.

Eat up. 

Emily Mabb____________________________________________________________________
Fourth Grade, Franklin at Brimhall Elementary
Teacher - Rosamaria Brodnax

A Humble Piece of Paper on the Floor
I find a spare piece of paper

lying on the floor.
It looks at me as if to say,
“What am I here for?”

I pick that piece of paper up, 
I put it on my desk.
I grab a pencil from the jar,
And on the paper, it does a pirouette. 

The hours pass by, oh so quickly,
 and when I am finally done,
Once more, the paper looks at me,
 and says “Look what I’ve become!”

It could go in a museum someday,
Maybe on my door.
It might go on a wall,
But never on the floor. 

So, think about this a few times more,
 and you will clearly see,
With a pencil and some paper,
 you will become like me.

You might make millions,
So many costs more.
But you must always know,
What you can do with that humble piece of   
 paper on the floor. 
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Jace Conover___________________________________________________________________
Fourth Grade, MacArthur Elementary
Teacher - Dana Sorensen

My Baseball Dream
They thought I was too little

And told me I was weak
They said my baseball future

Was looking very bleak
The other players teased me
And called me frail and small

But all I really wanted
Was to have fun playing ball
I didn’t like them teasing me

but they did it every day
The coaches laughed it off

And the bullies got their way
One day when we were running

And rounding second base
They tripped me and I stumbled

And fell flat on my face
As I lay there in the dirt

I decided then and there
That I would be a champion
A legend known everywhere

Size does not determine
How good a player can be
And talent’s not enough
To be a star for all to see

So every day after school
I practiced long and hard
Hitting balls, running fast

Catching pop flies in my yard.
And when I lay down at night

Exhausted and so sore 

I visualized my heroic plays
Then dreamed of them some more

I pictured myself at the plate
Our team is down by three

Bottom of the 9th with two outs
And a full count on me.

Bases are loaded; the pitcher steps up
And stares me down with a glare

He smiles a bit, looking at me
Thinking I’m too small to be there
He pitches the ball, hard and fast

Like a bullet from a gun
I swing with all my might and

hit a grand slam home run!
Then my day of glory came

After months of toil and strife
When my visualizing and practice

All finally came to life
When I hit the ball, sure enough

A grand slam—we won the game!
That moment of wonder would live 

Forever in legend and fame
My team stood disbelieving

They were stunned; their world was rocked
And although they were astonished,
I was happy, but I was not shocked

This scene was so familiar
I’d lived it all before

Thousands of times at night
Behind my bedroom door
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Brooklyn Thompson_____________________________________________________________
Fifth Grade, Hermosa Vista Elementary
Teacher - Sherri Pine

You Are the Man in the Moon
The keeper of memories is your title
You are the light leading the way to inspiring dreams
Crickets play their gentle melody in your presence
Rolling down hills, you softly bellow
 You are the man in the moon

Orbiting oceans, reflection off the crest of open waves, answering the calls of whales
Your tender smile closes the window of noise
Clouds act as your blanket, the sun as your night-light when evening falls
 You are the man in the moon

You’re the signal of dusk
You’re the commander of the silent stars
You’re the last beautiful thing I see
Your farewell every nightfall is my reminder to come back the following twilight
 You are the man in the moon

As light returns from rest and takes you away, will you come back tomorrow?
 You are the man in the moon
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Ava Devivo_____________________________________________________________________
Fifth Grade, Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies
Teacher - Angela Shults

Take Flight
Take flight through the trees, those beautiful trees,
You zip past the branches and green-colored leaves,
Pretty blue wings with no feathers lost,
But all feathered beauty must come at a cost.

Falling down deeper while filled with despair,
Then grabbed from a nest by hands without care,
Shoved behind bars, those rusty old bars,
Nowhere to look, not up at the stars.

Days seem to pass that turn into weeks,
As loud, booming songs turn into meek tweets,
Things start to fade as well as you
This is not going to happen not to you too

Visions of trees dance in your mind,
You start to grow stronger and start to unwind.
Into the woods and out of the cage,
You’ve broken out free and let go of your rage.
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Mary Olivani___________________________________________________________________
Sixth Grade, Brinton Elementary
Teacher - Tisha Bourne

Here to Stay
Watching

Out my frosty window
As patterned snowflakes

Fall from the gray sky above
Onto earth’s surface below

A blanket of snow
Covers the grass

That is now crisp, cold, and crunchy
The beautiful flakes engulf my hometown

Into what looks like a snowy giant frosted it
And put it in his freezer for later

I steadily walk over to my chilling front door
As goose bumps race up my spine

I twist the doorknob
I feel a magnificent wisp of cool, crisp air

Rush into my pupils

I hear the crunch of snow
As if there were shards of glass

Under my winter boots
Being crushed by the impact

Of my frostbitten feet
My senses heighten

My body shivers
I am watching millions of gold flakes

Fall
From above 

I see the world
As if I was looking out my clear, clean window

On a summer day
I race inside and look out my frosty window

With relief in my soul
Winter is here

And it’s here to stay. 

Marcia Keller___________________________________
Sixth Grade, Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies
Teacher - Barbara Vance

The Meaning of Life
From sky we came,
from ground we grew,
from heavens above,
to the Earth we knew.

We started out small,
but burst out proud,
and then we flew,
to the world a-new,
and suddenly we fall,
for once and for all.

For experience we came,
for realization we grew,
to realize the things,
we did and did not do.

We have it once,
so waste it not twice,
to live is to learn,
and to learn is the 
meaning of life. 
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Randi Davenport_______________________________________________________________
Seventh Grade, Poston Junior High
Teacher - Erik Lyall

           Freedom’s Heartache
The wind blows softly in my hair

It brings the smell of salt
The sand is smooth beneath my feet
The waves sing that familiar melody
I spread my wings against the wind

And take off to the sky
Up and Up and Up

Tumbling  through the clouds
The air’s kisses are wet and cold

Little drops of love
The freedom of flight fills my heart

But the journey is costly 
And as I land

The heart full of joy aches
I fall to the ground

Agony, a feeling all to familiar
A lesson I learn, each time

The sky is within reach
The Freedom, fleeting as it is
Will always come with pain.
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Jesus Arroyo___________________________________________________________________
Seventh Grade, Summit Academy
Teacher - Nicole Kambeitz

            Dancing with the Devil
Thou goes by many names

The pantalon
The devil

And once, someone’s father

I sit Inaudible,
In a tree

Waiting for an act to appear
For thou must watch

To see the truth

He hides his feelings 
 Thou art a shadow in the abyss

All I ask is to be left
I didn’t ask for thee 

I tell him
Stop playing with my strings!

Don’t make me thy slave
Let me go!...

The devil is still,
Thinking of an act

A deceiver
To flip the table on someone

The devil is waiting for his prey,
He cares for oneself too much

... He pounces his kids
His children are distressed

They see an abundant

They don’t trust the pantaloon
He tries and tries

But gives up on his 
Most wonderful creation

...his kids

The pantaloon doesn’t say he loves his kids
They start to drift away,

Vanishing in the abyss
For he caused this upon thee

Lies 
Lies are the structure of  the pantaloon

Denial...
Denial runs through his veins

Love...
Love is irrelevant 

The days, turn into months
 A year almost turning two

Still he increases his loneliness 
For his kids turn the other cheek,

I watch another act
The usual

I look back at how far
I almost see the the light

Soon the pantaloon will be irrelevant

I come out of the abyss,
The wounds still sting,
I’m stronger than ever

I see the tree where I began

I lie broken, in a tree
I think about his lies

How I was a bamboozled, betrayed
By thy deceiving looks...

An act I see
A deception

A whole swindle I know

I close my eyes,
Wishing this to end,
I count the seconds,

Before I vanish in the dust,
Anticipating  to forgive myself
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Brianna Gainey_________________________________________________________________
Eighth Grade, Franklin Junior High
Teacher - Sam Young

Created with yarn filled with lustrous love 
Spun by the writhing hands of forgiveness

And cracked by open wounds filled with incompetence
Life created man with a mind of ignorance 

And a heart depicted from view
His feet, pinned down by nails of defiance 

And his mind sharpened with neglect 
His mouth was stitched close with the lies of society

 his body was never his own 
Never were his words spoken from him
His heart was only but a cracked vessel  

For he was Life’s creation but Death’s slave
Forever bounded by a beautiful lie but released by an ugly truth 

Yet men sleep with his fears to be relieved from his sins
And keeps this forever poetically unsaid 

Poetically Unsaid
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Isaac Merrell___________________________________________________________________
Eighth Grade, Stapley Junior High
Teacher - Julie Miller

       Colors Can Change
The sky is so mysterious
Predictable, yet still the same
From dark to light
Your colors change
Black to blue, blue to purple
Red and yellow, orange pink
It’s big and bright and full
Yet meek, calm, and cold
The sun will light the sky
On a pale blue summer noon
Then the stars dimly light
The cold dark autumn moon
A beautiful thing the sky
So uncertain, yet
Still the same
But isn’t this wrong?
All my life I’ve been told
You are either dark or light
Young or Old
Right or Wrong
Hot or Cold
You cannot be both dark and light
Sun and moon
Day and night
The world laughs at such a thing
Because it cannot be
“The sky is blue” they say
“And that is that.”
But still, I watch the twilight sun
I watch as colors rearrange
And the pale blue sky suddenly is. . . gone
For, colors can change
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Riley Duemler__________________________________________________________________
Ninth Grade, Red Mountain High
Teacher - Melissa Martin

Languages
I know six languages, 
The one I write in
The one I speak in,
My mother’s words,
My father’s verse,
And those of my brothers.

My mother speaks quickly 
In baking terms and 80’s slang
She speaks in sewing materials,
Starbucks orders,
And references to Bon Jovi.

My father speaks with nature,
I just happen to hear him. 
He converses with trees, 
And pebbles worn smooth by time.
His language is filled with bar chords,
Childhood lullabies,
And culinary jargon.
The words he shapes are crafted by knowledge 
     that I won’t admit I see.

Two years younger than me is an entirely 
     different language,
Though one I understand.
Covered feelings form a language 
I used to know quite well
Spoken in anger
Or begrudging hope
He lives in a pixelated world 
With his eyes glued to a screen
He speaks in accordance to what is thought,
Usually not his thoughts guiding his actions
Strict participant in social norm,
Too much is said about what he hasn’t done 
Not enough about what he has.

The youngest speaks in an entirely
Too innocent language,
One I have come to detest 
For the unwelcome flashbacks it brings.
I don’t speak his language 
Doubt I ever will again. 
His quick words are full of legos,
Cartoons,
And Kung Fu Panda.
His actions are a reminder of a song I have 
    forgotten.

I speak in limericks,
Dramatic monologues,
And Iambic Pentameter.
My words are full of colors and grasped by few
For they float by much too quickly
Full of mentions of J. K. Rowling 
And pop culture. 
My wonder is stuck
In the impossible,
For I have yet to believe it is so.
I speak in song lyrics and quotes.
My words are full of grudging resilience,
Quick wit,
And sarcasm.

It does not matter what language we speak, 
Or what percent Irish we think we are,
We are alike on what matters, 
Like our love for literature,
Our patriotism of Gryffindor,
And our interest in politics.
The languages we speak tie us together, 
They are what make us unique.
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Tara Ruhland___________________________________________________________________
Ninth Grade, Westwood High
Teacher - Rachel Collay

Mountains
There are many mountains that cannot be climbed
I can’t believe that
My footing is my family

Friends can’t catch me
It’s not true that
Hopes and dreams
Are
The ropes that pull me up

I will fall
I refuse to believe that
I am strong
Because trials are seemingly infinite 

I’m not willing to improve since I don’t think it matters
If
Nobody will be there to guide me

I will one day look down from the top of my mountain
Just doesn’t make sense
I’ll have to make it over more bumps in the road 

I can never make it to the top
I refuse to believe that
I can climb any mountain and be stronger than my trials
 
And nobody will be able to climb any mountain if they don’t try again and reverse their thinking.

*This is a reversal poem, meant to be read from top to bottom and then from bottom to top.
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Aubrey Jo Tiffany_______________________________________________________________
Tenth Grade, Mesa High
Teacher - Lorelei Barker

The Library
Revolving with spindly fingers
Stroking symbols to mark our fleeting existence
Breaths, chopped into minutes and years
Dancing screws, nuts, and bolts
Attempting to rescue the memories from loss
All a futile effort
For they don’t determine your triumphs or  
     failures
But rather, speedy recollections are typed in the  
     dusty cobwebs between lobes
Abandoned long ago, kept in the yellowed  
     pages of books
Organized, not by author and genre
But by person and moment
All the volumes stored in our Minds

And hers is rotting
Slowly deteriorating her speech, her eating, her  
     life
The first to go were memories
They flit fast away
Quicker than all others
Only to be seen in short flickers of remembrance

Grandmama
She always wished to be called that
And I adore her name, Ruth
Raised in a mountainous Colorado
Left without a woman to raise her
But countless siblings would take on the role of  
     “mother”
Relocated to Arizona to be with family
And, boy, did she have family
Six kids and thirty five grandbabies
Never a moment alone
But often moments spent lonely
You could sense it in her irises
A hollow echoing absence
Ceasing to fund her favorite genre

After a dear husband passed unexpectedly
Her hair was twisted into crimson ringlets
Her eyes constantly alert
She had stern stamped all over her face
But the moment you mentioned Elvis
She lit up like the night sky in July
Like independance day, raining light on  
     everyone near
Queso on crackers, her routine lunch
Always a subtle scent of honey herb cough  
     drops
Lingering on her breath
Wednesdays were “Grandma Days”
Laughter Days and Lesson Days
If you played Glenn Miller
She’d grab your hand
You’d have no choice but to jitterbug
She commanded laughter like no comedian

And now, just empty shelves
Eyes are the windows to a library
One that remembers all we do
And her books are burning in a scorching flame 
Alzheimers

Leaving debris in its wake
Pages torn
Bindings ripped
Volumes dilapidated
Ashes whirling through the recesses of her skull
Devouring all in its path

When I look at her I want to save her library
Because her card hasn’t expired yet
But the layout doesn’t look the same
Bricks still intact
Body still functioning
But the chairs and tables are scattered
Shelves and counters split and falling
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Spines are splitting
Novels out of sequence
Everything aglow with the heat of licking flames
Behind those eyes 
This woman isn’t my grandma

She won’t smile anymore
Won’t scold me when I do wrong
She’s a room full of empty shelves
A puzzle with the pieces scattered all around

I still love her dearly
But she’s gone to me

While I`m grasping at the remains of her former  
     life
I see the wrinkles of her smile fade
I see her first kiss being forgotten

I see the memories we made being swept away  
     forever

As I try to glue together the broken ruins
I instead only discover burnt embers

Despite all my failure, I cannot give up
I must try to save her from the ashes
Before she buries herself completely
Too far gone from reality to emerge again

Yet although I know she is too far gone
I won’t admit defeat
I must persevere
Because the eyes are the windows to a library
And, although her books are being devoured in  
     flame
Her time isn’t due yet
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Teacher - Celeste Burns

A Plant’s Life
The day I saw light I was surrounded by dozens of unique and beautiful blossoms.
Everyone was different and stunning in their own way. 
According to the hands from the sky some more than others.
All the delicate and stunning flowers would be picked first. 
Rumor has it, that being picked means we can bring happiness to someone.
Oh, how I ached to be picked,
More than I ached for Spring during Winter.
As I stood there waiting, I observed the beauty within my home. 
I wanted its peace and serenity to be all I needed, but it wasn’t.
My life’s purpose of bringing happiness to someone needed to be fulfilled.
Slowly I began to change my posture like the others who had been picked, 
And my petals brightly smiled. 
The day finally came.
A pair of huge magnificent hands came through the sky like angelic gods. 
They whisked me away, and off we went.
I was handed off to a dazzling woman who gleamed with happiness. 
She held onto me with a tight grip of passion for the rest of the night.
The rumour was true, but I had never heard the ending.
Until now.
I stood in a vase near the window, staring out into the fields.
Missing all the beauty of my past home.
Day after day wishing I had never changed, 
And ended my perfectly peaceful life which I should have been content with.
The five seconds of happiness I brought were not worth it.
Their happiness had come at the expense of mine.
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                    Trust and I
Trust is present and absent at the same time.
Even when trust is there, you hang out with trust every day.
You and trust go to the movies,
move in together,
get married.
Trust looks like the love of your life,
with their ocean blue eyes gazing at you from across the alter but,
as soon as doubt comes knocking at your door,
they overstay like that family member who “hasn’t seen you in a while” and doesn’t want to leave.
Doubt looks like trust’s mother-in-law that doesn’t approve of you.
Doubt Lingers.
You ignore it but trust never stops thinking about it.
Until trust inevitably leaves you because of doubt.
Trust can’t be put together like Humpty Dumpty.
Instead trust lays on the floor in bits and pieces waiting for someone else,
To put them back together. 
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Voice of an American Veteran
Yes, that’s me, an American veteran.
The heroine who fought for your freedom,
Retired Master Gunnery Sergeant.
The jargon of the young, and civilian,
Hating me ‘cause they’re freemen.                                                                    
 
You people don’t know the things I’ve done,
Most of you probably’ve never seen a gun.
But that’s alright, you students could keep pushing for free college,
When your age is old enough to join the military,
And hey, the army is looking for lazy, ignorant fools like you.                    
The chaos in boot camp translates to half an Associates,
Without the debt weight that comes, too.
 
Pushing vets away from the inauguration… must be ashamed of yourselves.
You say “express yourself,” how come I can’t?
My children will grow up to be courteous, kind, and respectful,                 
While yours are resentful, neglectful, hurtful, and mental.
Mine’ll get free dental, it isn’t coincidental, I just did more to earn it than you.
Stop being judgmental to the vets on the side of the road,
Who lost their spouse, their home, their car, and their kids.
Life is hard enough without the commentary from the peanut gallery.   
 
But what do I know?
I’m just a Master Gunnery Sergeant, retired,
Who fought for the freedoms of an ungrateful nation.
 The jargon of the young, and civilian,
Hating me ‘cause they’re freemen.                                                                   
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His fists, shaking.
Your face, the most convenient target.
Your tears, welling in your eyes, afraid to leave for fear of this new stranger

He’s sorry, He’s sorry, He’s sorry, He’s sorry, He’s sorry

He repeats his apology so often it makes me question who he’s trying to convince,
You or himself?
His calloused hand extends to wipe the tears from your eyes, but only cause them to escape their 
     safety
In one moment he has been transformed,
Changed into every man before him

He’s sorry, but with what?
Is his mind sorry because he fears the legal repercussions?
Is his heart sorry because his hand hurt the person he loves?
Is his hand sorry because it was the weapon that caused you pain?
Are his eyes sorry because he can’t bear to see you in tears?
Or is his pride sorry because he “can’t be known as a man who hits women?”

You stand severely wounded
No cut, no blood, no broken bones, yet you can’t help but feel paralyzed
Paralyzed in fear and distrust

This is not the boy you raised,
You look into his bright green eyes,
the same eyes you wiped tears from when he came home from school complaining of bullies
And all you can see is every man you’ve loved before
Their fists all feel the same to your face, 
And their love all feels the same to your heart
And I’m sorry

I’m sorry I can’t stop the pain
I’m sorry I couldn’t stop the first man to lay hands on your slender frame

Mom, I’m sorry

I’m sorry I couldn’t warn you,
I would have pleaded with you to run
To never look back, because every man in your life will be the same
I would have begged you not to have children because it only gets worse

Tygart Benger__________________________________________________________________
Twelfth Grade, Dobson High
Teacher - Kim Klett

                           Sorry
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The laughter fades through the years.
Deafening battle cries echo from house to house 
Mercy begs to be heard 
But war doesn’t allow us to hear love.
Brothers and sisters shed the blood of their ancestors 
Revenge is so loud
It cages free spirits and tames them 

On the streets lay humans 
Homeless, hungry, hurt, full of humiliation 
Society treats them as animals. 
Their eyes cry for redemption for another opportunity 
But the man in the suit looks away.

Women dress just like men now.
Some take over both gender roles by being mothers and fathers.
Excruciating jobs that drain what’s left of their lives.

Children don’t play with marbles and board games anymore.
They play with toy guns and weapons,
Subconsciously gaining the craving for the death of innocent people
By being taught that it’s “just a game.”

What happened to the forests that sheltered life before?
They’re high end shopping malls with food courts and games.
Freshwater creeks that grew crops and created the essence life 
Turned into spa pools or jacuzzis.
Critters and animals from the smallest to the largest,
Became fashion statements.
Nature no longer has freedom, 
It has a price.

What happened to the good old times? 
Reality caught up to them.

What’s left of love is consumed by hate 
And the desire for revenge.
Old wounds can’t heal, 
Because they are being reopened so often. 
History is just constantly recurring under a different name.
The present and future don’t exist
As long as people don’t learn to live, love, and forgive.

Alondra Lopez Olvera___________________________________________________________
Twelfth Grade, Red Mountain High
Teacher - Tracie Garrard

          Utopia
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Some in her life questioned how she made it through,
The obstacles they saw and the ones they never knew.

A car wreck, metal for bones, held together with a screw,
And firsthand accounts of horror few can relate to.

She was unlucky; they were sure it was true.

Some in her life pointed to moments like this…
As a teenager, she stared down at a sudden, shocking twist,

A new life in her arms with no skills to enlist,
An unearned punch to the face from a hard, angry fist.

She is one of the unlucky ones; add her to the list.

Some in her life wondered how they’d be content,
If others’ addictions followed them wherever they went.

And if trust had been broken or irrevocably bent,
From years of letdowns and debts owed, unspent.

They thought she was as unlucky as the ocean was wet.

They asked, “How are you so happy after all that you’ve seen?
All the moments that thankfully never happened to me.

These scenes are your life—some secret, some free,
And I assume there are more still we can’t yet foresee.
You are one of the unlucky ones; I’m sure you agree.”

She turned to them contentedly and proceeded to say,
“The pain built my endurance and you’re neglecting to weigh

How the hero of my childhood whisked me away,
How the son, who despite my unpreparedness, is okay.

How a judge finally released me from the one begging me to stay,
The anonymous generosity that appeared on my most desperate day.

The friends and the family I can’t begin to repay,
The truth is, dear friend, I wouldn’t have it any other way.”

To think that she’s unlucky couldn’t be more wrong,
Like elastic she can stretch, flexible and strong.

So no matter her situation she’ll surely bounce back,
Probably sturdier, smiling, and fully intact.

Ignorance is bliss doesn’t apply in this case.
There’s little ignorance to be found, while bliss coats her face.

She is the lucky one, though at first glance you don’t see.
SHE is the lucky one. The lucky one is me.

Angela Shults__________________________________________________________________
English Teacher - Mesa Academy for Advanced Studies

                The Lucky One
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…two eyes 
opened up from darkness, 
into a world of sight. 
 
…one mouth 
crying out for comfort, 
helpless in this fight. 
 
…five fingers 
kissed by quivering lips, 
of a mother choked by tears.

…four limbs 
cuddling a plush lamb, 
at peace from any fears.

…two arms 
wrapped around a father’s leg, 
a broken lamp on the floor.

…one hand 
hesitantly waving goodbye, 
from the kindergarten door. 
 
…all parts 
making this child who they are, 
growing stronger day by day.

…one heart 
bound to two others, 
whose hairs begin to gray.

…one mind 
seeking independence, 
despite causing heartache.

…one spirit 
finding purpose and need, 
overcoming life’s mistakes.

…one soul 
making its way in a wide world, 
seeking another to hold.

…two smiles 
shown slightly at each other, 
then wider until they’re whole.

…two fingers 
each adorned with a ring, 
united to create a new life. 

…two minds 
learning to work together, 
overcoming combined strife.

…two hearts 
ready to add another, 
to their common beat.

…one belly 
growing rounder and rounder, 
an incredible expansion feat.

…two hands 
held firm at the moment, 
pain making a grasp tight, 
 
…two eyes 
opened up from darkness, 
into a world of sight. 

Kasey Kerber___________________________________________________________________
English Teacher - Taylor Junior High

Two Eyes





Essay Writing
Writing that includes opinion or argument pieces and  

informative/explanatory pieces in which the writer  
offers unique insights into a topic. 
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Kole Anderson__________________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Franklin at Brimhall Elementary
Teacher - Ryan MacLay

Grandpa Kenny

My grandpa is the best. He has helped 
neighbors and family build fences, repair 

their houses and clean up their yards. One year 
he built a sandbox for us to play in. Another 
year he fixed a table. Something special about 
my grandpa is he helps old people and people 
in wheelchairs and canes. My Uncle Kelly is 
paralyzed and can’t walk. My grandpa helped 
Uncle Kelly fix his home so he could use his 
wheelchair to get around the house and built a 
ramp. He has also built all the fun things in his 
backyard for his grandkids. My grandpa has 
given food to the elderly people and to the 
poor. He worked in Mexico and gave presents 
to kids for Christmas. But one of my favorite 
stories is when he saved a surfer from drowning. 
The kid was hit by a big wave and his surfboard 
knocked him out. My grandpa jumped into the 
ocean to get him out of the water and gave him 
CPR. It saved his life. I love my grandpa and I 
want to be just like  him. He is the best person 
and example. 
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Kendall Von Burg_______________________________________________________________
Second Grade, Johnson Elementary
Teacher - Sandra Worcester

The Engineering Design Process

Did you ever wonder how companies that 
sell phones make them? Well, your answer 

is the Engineering Design Process. All designers 
use it. Five steps make up the process. All of the 
five steps take time, creative thinking, and many 
people. Keep on reading and you will find out all 
there is to know about the five steps. 

The first step of EDP (Engineering Design 
Process) is Ask. The step helps designers because 
it makes the designer think of questions you’ll 
need to ask. While you are on the Ask step you 
should ask questions that include What is the 
problem I am trying to solve? What are the key 
elements? Might there be other solutions to this 
problem? How long will it take to build my design? 
What materials might I need? What size might my 
design be? What are the limits? Those are some of 
the good questions you should ask. Ask is a very 
important step because you can’t build without 
wondering.

The next step of EDP is Imagine. In this step 
you brainstorm possible answers you asked 
in the previous step, Ask. For example what 
materials might I need? You may come up with 
answers that include these: metal, rubber, 
cardboard, cloth, Styrofoam, wood, concrete, 
and clay. Also, you imagine your robot when 
you finish creating it. Taking notes is a very 
important part of Imagine. Taking notes helps 
keep the thoughts in the box so that way they 
never escape your notice. So, don’t forget to 
take those notes! Imagine is a very important 
step of EDP because you can’t create unless you 
Imagine. 

Before creating, you need to Plan. While in 
the Plan step, you need to draw out a diagram 
in order to make sure the Plan step and the 

Imagine step side with each other. In Imagine 
you answered the questions you asked in Ask. 
Somewhere on the diagram you should make a 
list of the materials you are going to need. Also, 
you should draw arrows from the materials to 
where they go on the device. 

Now you are on the fourth step, Create! For 
example, if I wanted to design a cleanup robot, 
I might draw a diagram that displays a remote 
control box with divided compartments. Then 
in Create, I would follow the diagram and do 
my best I can to make the robot look like the 
diagram. That’s what it means to follow the 
diagram. If your device is not the way you 
want it, that’s okay because the next step will 
fix that right up! The most important thing in 
the step Create is to just explode with all of the 
excitement and let that excitement turn into the 
build. Create must not be missed, because this 
step is very, very important.

Guess what time it is. It’s time to Improve 
your design! Improve is the last step in EDP, and 
in my opinion, the most important. To begin 
with, you should ask yourself: what would work 
better? Once you figure out that, you should 
review your diagram you drew in the step Plan. 
You should add the things you are going to 
add to your device. You have finished the step 
Improve!

To end this essay, and to start my 
conclusion, Congratulations! You have just 
learned all about a complicated process, and, in 
my opinion, a hard to master process. Now that 
you have read this, you know about the EDP, and 
if you ever try to do the EDP, I trust that you will 
do an excellent job! 
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Special Snowflakes

My best friend Kadyn and I are unique like 
snowflakes. Would you like to know a few 

differences between the two of us?
First of all, Kadyn is much funnier than me in 

a very good way, and I’m not as funny as Kadyn. 
I think it’s hilarious when she talks like she is 
British!

Secondly, I like to wear dresses a lot 
and Kadyn only wears a dress for special 
occasions. For example, on Best Dress 
Spirit Day at school I wore a fancy cream 
dress that I had from my friend’s wedding. 

Kadyn wouldn’t be caught dead wearing a dress 
to school but maybe a funeral!

Lastly, Kadyn wears 
purple glasses so she 
can see better and I don’t 
wear glasses at any time. 
I think she looks super 
special in them. 

In conclusion, now you know why I feel 
Kadyn and I are special like snowflakes. Don’t 
you think being the exact same as your best 
friend is boring?
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The Three Communities

Recently we have been learning about the 
three types of communities: the rural, 

suburban and the urban community. So, if you 
want to learn more about communities, read on!

The first community is the rural community. 
You would know if it has lots of open land and 
fields or if it’s in the countryside. An example of 
a rural community is Bridgewater, Virginia. There 
are grassy lands and apple fields there. You can 
also play many different sports, go scouting 
or join the 4-H club. A fun thing about a rural 
community is because there is such a small 
population, whenever one person is in trouble, 
the entire town helps out!

The next community we learned about 
was the suburban community. A suburban 
community basically surrounds a big city. 

An example of a suburban community is 
Levittown, New York. Levittown is located on 
Long Island. In a suburb there are many great 
parks and beaches to go to. You can also go to 
free concerts in a suburb. Now let’s get back to 
Levittown. Before Levittown became a suburb, 
Abraham Levitt turned Levittown from a rural to 
a suburban community. 

Our final community is an urban 
community. An urban community is really just 
a big city. Chicago, Illinois is an example of an 
urban community. You can find great museums 
with dinosaurs, mummies, planets, sea creatures 
and much more. You can play baseball and 
many different sports as well.

That’s all the communities. Now, you can 
share communities with others!
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Jace Conover___________________________________________________________________
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The Power of a Dream

Stephen Curry’s dad, Dell Curry, was a famous 
three-point shooter in the NBA. He was the 

best of the best. They put him on the court 
and boom! His three point shots would win the 
game. He was a Man of the Year winner, and 
when he retired, he held the Charlotte Hornets’ 
all-time record in points (9839) and in number of 
three-point shots made (929).

But it seemed that Stephen Curry did not 
inherit his father’s basketball talents. As a 
sophomore in high school, he weighed only 125 
pounds, and it appeared that he was even too 
small to make shots. He was given no chance of 
making it in basketball.

He asked his dad to show him how to shoot, 
and they spent all summer practicing shots. But 
it wasn’t helping much. His younger brother 
by that time was even beating him in shots. 
Stephen didn’t give up though. He wanted to 
keep going. 

In his senior year of high school, Stephen’s 
team won the championship, and he thought 
that now he had a chance to get drafted to a 
good college team on scholarship. But eight 
different schools rejected him saying he was too 
small. Even his dad’s alma mater, Virginia Tech, 
wouldn’t give him a scholarship.

Everyone thought he was not good enough 
and should quit—everyone except one person, 
the only person who counted: himself.

Stephen went to the one NCAA division 
school that would accept him, which was 
Davidson College. In the beginning of his 
college basketball career, he didn’t show much 

promise. Again, he was too 
slow. He was not fast like 
his dad and not athletically 
skilled like his mom who 
had been a volleyball star at 
Virginia Tech.

But Stephen Curry had a 
dream.

In his sophomore year at Davidson, he 
started setting the NCAA on fire when he led his 
team to the final eight. The Davidson Wildcats 
faced challenges the following year when they 
don’t make it to the playoffs.

When Stephen declared for the NBA after his 
junior year, his draft reports included statements 
like, “Far below NBA standard in regard to 
explosiveness and athleticism . . . At 6-2, he’s 
extremely small for the NBA shooting guard 
position . . . Makes some silly mistakes at the PG 
position . . . Needs to add some muscles to his 
upper body, but appears as though he’ll always 
be skinny . . . “

The reports didn’t reflect what Stephen 
Curry would do in the NBA, however. He was 
drafted by the Golden State Warriors and helped 
his team win an all-time NBA record 73 victories 
out of 82 games in a season. He shattered the 
three-point shot record in a season with 402 
three-pointers. In May 2016, Stephen became 
the first person to be named Most Valuable 
Player by unanimous vote in NBA history.

Stephen Curry is a basketball legend who 
overcame the odds because of his willingness to 
work and the power of a dream. 
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Have You Seen The Last Frontier?

The state of Alaska is known as the Last 
Frontier because there are so many 

unsettled areas and large amounts of land that 
uphold some of the most beautiful scenery in 
the world. Alaska is more than twice the size of 
Texas and is the 49th state of the Union.

The first reason many people choose to visit 
Alaska is because it has gorgeous mountain 
ranges with wandering hills and valleys, boasts 
an abundance of wildlife, and provides a variety 
of opportunities. Snowy glaciers are in the sea 
made out of ice. There are rainforests near the 
ocean to see nature. Alaska has the biggest 
mountain in North America in Denali National 
Park called Mountain Denali. The origin of the 
word Denali means the “high one” in the native 
language of the Athabaskan people.

Next, Alaska is a splendid place to see 
wildlife. Whales and fish will be in the sea 
swimming. There is a place with a big hatchery 
of fish in Alaska across the creek from the 
sanctuary boardwalk. Elk, moose, bears, and 
deer will be on land to see or hunt. A female elk 
is also known as a “doe.” Male moose are known 
as “bulls.” The black bear can be lots of different 
colors: blond, blue-grey, white, or cinnamon. 
Tailed deer make similar sounds to sheep. The 
state bird of the United States of America is the 
bald eagle. There are a lot of bald eagles to see 
in Alaska. Did you know that baby bald eagles 
are called “juveniles?”

Finally, travelers 
will have an 
exploratory time in 
Alaska. On cruise 
ships, the passengers 
can gaze at wildlife 
on the shore, watch 
glaciers calf into the 
ocean, or stride the 
towns for souvenirs 
and experience culture. Charter boats take 
people fishing to chase the big catch! In Alaska 
the most common fish is a king salmon. A king 
salmon can weigh up to 120 pounds! Tourists 
can take a train ride from Anchorage to Denali 
National Park. With mountains, trails, and lakes 
everywhere, there is a hike for anyone’s needs. 
Ride in a helicopter and fly to the top of a glacier 
or hire a float plan and witness the beauty from 
the perspective of an eagle. The scenery is 
spectacular. 

The Last Frontier is a very interesting place 
to visit. It may be chilly and cold; however, this 
state has a lot of tremendous wonders to see. 
Planning a trip to the Last Frontier will create 
memories of a lifetime. Alaska boasts striking 
landscapes, diverse wildlife, and adventures to 
meet the needs of any person who wants to see 
one of the most beautiful places in the world. 
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Leadership Through Service

Anyone can change the world, it just takes 
kindness and time. A person I know who 

has tried to help with change is my dad. He is a 
good example of service. He serves, cures, and 
helps other people.

When my dad, mom, uncle, and a group of 
other doctors and nurses went to Samoa to scan 
different schools for rheumatic heart disease, 
they were good leaders and examples to others. 
They influenced people to help everyone. They 
took time out of their lives to help the children. 
They also taught the children in the schools 
about their bodies and different sicknesses. I 
think this is a great example of service, because 
not only did my dad serve the kids, he made 
sure they weren’t sick. This makes me see that 
sometimes when you serve you are doing more 
than you think.

Another way he is a good influence to 
others is by helping people who are sick and 
saving people’s lives. One time a woman ate 
a slug and got a very bad disease called rat 
lung worm. She went to a lot of other doctors 

and none of them knew what to do. When she 
came to the hospital my dad worked at, my dad 
knew just what to do. He cured her and ended 
up saving her life. He helps many people, some 
may have a different background or a different 
culture than him. He still serves them, because it 
doesn’t matter if people are different than you. 
This teaches people to help others who may be 
different than them.

Another thing my dad did was help a boy 
in our church make his pinewood derby car. 
My dad enjoyed helping him make the car. This 
shows people that sometimes it can be fun to 
serve. My dad took time to help him make his 
pinewood derby car. When it came time for the 
race, the car won first place. This may have been 
a small deed, but it was a huge act of service.

These are the things that make my dad such 
an amazing person. This is why he changes the 
world. My dad has kindness and takes time to 
serve people who are in need. He is a good 
example to the people around him, my family, 
and me. I’ll serve just like my dad does. 
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Why Fifth Graders Should Go to 
     Science Camp

The fresh air. Tall pine trees. Cool 
breezes. That is what you’ll see 

and feel at science camp. Some 
parents believe science camp is 
not good for students or it’s too 
expensive. At science camp you’ll 
learn about teamwork and life skills, 
confidence, and getting to know 
your classmates better.

Teamwork and life skills are part of the 
science camp experience. We needed teamwork 
during the low ropes exercise. We had to get our 
entire team from one side of a tightrope to the 
other. We chose the tallest person to go over 
the tightrope with a teammate helping them 
to balance as they crossed. This person then 
tied a rope to a tree that the rest of us could use 
to balance ourselves in order to get across. In 
the end, we won the game and learned about 
teamwork. 

Another skill we learned during camp was 
confidence. Confidence is an important part 
of being away from family for several days 
and doing all of the activities. During another 
activity of low ropes we had to swing on a rope 

and get ourselves up on a platform. I was afraid 
because I thought I would get hurt. I took advice 
from the instructor and was able to complete 
the challenge. I also needed confidence on 
the first night because I was missing my family 
and was away from home for the first time. I 
was able to finally fall asleep and was ready for 
another day of fun.

Last, I learned to get to know my classmates 
better. Making friends is important in order 
to have someone to depend on. I learned to 
depend on my teammates during the spider 
web challenge. We had to get through a “spider 
web” rope without touching the web. We could 
not have completed the course without each 
other. Even though we ran out of time, we still 
got to know each other better and we had fun 
during the activity.

Science camp is important for many 
reasons. It builds teamwork and life skills, builds 
confidence, and helps us to get to know our 
classmates. When I went to science camp I had 
a blast and learned many skills. Science camp 
helped me to grow as a person, and I believe it is 
important for students to participate!
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The Sweetest Guest
News Reporter John: Thank you, Mike, for that 
great traffic report! Today a special guest will be 
joining us live all the way from Walmart, but first 
a word from our sponsors. 

Cameraman: Cut! Great job everyone, sponsor 
commercials will be on for two minutes so grab 
a fresh cup of water and quickly look over your 
scripts.

John: Two Minutes! Where is our special guest? 
He is supposed to be here.

News Crew: Haven’t seen him!?

John: Oh dear, the seconds are counting down. 
We’ve been planning this day for over a week. 
We can’t let our viewers down.

Cameraman: John! Calm down! Places 
everybody. Places! We’re going live in ten, nine, 
eight . . .

Special Guest: Hello America! Oh, am I late?

John: Thank goodness you’re here! Hurry we are 
live in five seconds.

Cameraman: Four, three, two, one and action.

John: Welcome back America! If you were with 
us last session you heard that a special guest 
is here to talk all about sugar. Please put your 
hands together for Ollie the Orange Crush! 
(clapping)

Ollie: Hi there America! It’s an honor to be on 
the show today with John.

John: (blushing)

Ollie: It’s time to talk about sugar so let’s get 
down to business. Before we get started I think 
it would be necessary to know that sugar is 
made of half glucose and half fructose. Sugar is 
the universal name for sweet!

John: That’s an important fact. So Mr. Orange 
Crush . . .

Ollie: Please call me high fructose corn syrup. 
Yeah it’s true, sugar has over thirty different 
names and I am full of sugar. Seventy-one grams 
of sugar to be exact. 

John: Wait, a tiny little twenty-ounce bottle of 
soda like you has seventy-one grams of sugar?

Ollie: Yes, but what is even more surprising is 
that children should only have sixteen grams 
(four teaspoons) of sugar a day. Just by drinking 
me you are already fifty-five grams over your 
daily sugar intake!

John: I can see! Now that we know people eat 
so much sugar, can you tell us why exactly sugar 
is so bad?

Ollie: Cancer, heart disease, tooth decay, high 
blood pressure can all be caused by sugar.

John: So you’re saying that if sugar was never 
born these tragedies would not happen?

Ollie: (unsure) Umm, basically. 

John: Astonishing! Well since sugar is so bad, 
what can we do to convince our bodies to stop 
consuming it?
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Ollie: That’s the problem! Sugar sets off a feel-
good hormone in your brain called dopamine 
that makes you want more of something. Sugar 
is addictive and studies show it is as addictive as 
alcohol or cocaine.

John: Ok, so I guess if we don’t want to become 
sugar-holics we should avoid drinking too much 
soda and sweets.

Ollie: And pasta sauce, Lunchables, bread, 
yogurt, raisins.

John: What!!!

Ollie: Yep, it’s true. Sugar is not just in obvious 
places like soda and candy. More than six 
hundred thousand products in grocery stores 
have sugar in them, that’s why we need to be 
aware of the effects on our bodies.

John: What can we do?

Ollie: I’m so delighted that you asked! The 
first step is to read labels. Look at the sugar 
section on the nutrition facts label and check 
the amount of sugar there is per serving. Sugar 
will always find a way to sneak into your food 
without you knowing. Any ingredients that end 
with “ose” or contain the word “syrup” are all 
sugars in disguise.

John: What if we use Equal or Sweet’N-Low, you 
know the healthy sugars, do they still have the 
same effects as regular sugar? 

Ollie: It doesn’t matter what sugar you use! 
There is no such thing as “healthy sugar.” Sugar 
is sugar!

John: Surprising, but what about the sugar in 
fruits?

Ollie:  The sugar in fruit is not a big deal. You 
see, apples have fiber and contain natural sugar 
so you would have to eat three apples to get 
equal with the amount of sugar in a twenty-
ounce bottle of soda?

John: Wow! It looks like we are out of time today 
Ollie. It was a great pleasure to have you on my 
show. 

Ollie: It’s no big deal. Just remember what Ann 
Wismore stated, “The food we eat can be the 
safest form of medicine or the slowest form of 
poison.”

Cameraman: CUT! That’s a rap!
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Kneeling for the National Anthem

The national anthem of the United States 
represents freedom and the people who 

gave it to Americans. Francis Scott Key wrote the 
lyrics of this anthem because of a war that was 
waging between the British and the U.S. This is 
considered significant to many Americans and 
is one reason why audiences are asked to stand 
for the national anthem prior to games. Colin 
Kaepernick, a San Francisco 49ers quarterback, 
is kneeling during the national anthem. He 
is trying to bring attention to racial injustice. 
Kaepernick says, “I’m not anti-American. I love 
America. That’s why I’m doing this. I want to help 
make America better, and I think having these 
conversations helps everybody understand 
where everybody is coming from.” Kaepernick 
is exercising his rights, but is it the right way to 
protest? He is potentially disrespecting veterans, 
has better ways of raising his concerns, and is 
causing division among Americans.

To begin with, Kaepernick is disrespecting 
veterans by kneeling during the national 
anthem. In the article, Descendant of National 
Anthem Songwriter Rips Kaepernick, by Josh 
Peter, it says, “The national anthem pays respect 
to the people who have risked their lives, been 
injured, or died defending the United States.” 
Kaepernick has never served in the military and 
doesn’t know what that risk is like. The veterans 
of the U.S. fight for Kaepernick’s freedom and 
help give him the freedom to voice his opinions. 
Kaepernick is using this voice in a bad manner. 
In addition, the national anthem has deep 
significant history. When Kaepernick disrespects 
the flag, he is dishonoring much more. Veterans, 
including a large crowd of Americans, are 
offended by Kaepernick’s actions. 

In like manner, Kaepernick has better 
ways to promote his ideas besides displaying 
impertinence towards the flag. Shown in the 
article Anthem Uproar, it says, “Quarterback 
Drew Brees of the New Orleans Saints was 
among those who disagreed with Kaepernick’s 

method of protest. ‘There’s plenty of other 
ways that you can send a message in a 
peaceful manner that doesn’t involve being 
disrespectful to the American flag,’ he told ESPN 
a few days later, adding that the flag is ‘sacred.’” 
Kaepernick’s actions will have many people in 
a state that won’t let them hear what he has to 
say. If Kaepernick wants to bring attention to his 
cause, he could do a speech and people may 
listen to him. The national anthem represents 
much about America and even if he says he 
loves America and doesn’t want to disrespect 
it, he still is. Also, Kaepernick’s behavior is a 
distraction to the team. He should not use his 
team as the platform. He could easily protest 
somewhere else and not bring politics into 
sport.

On the other hand, Colin Kaepernick has 
the right to protest in his way. According to 
Athena Jones and in the article Obama: Colin 
Kaepernick Exercising Constitutional Right, it 
says, “Former President Obama said Kaepernick 
was ‘exercising his constitutional right to make 
a statement. I think there’s a long history of 
sports figures doing so.’” However, Kaepernick 
may have the right to speak out but the way 
he is doing it appears to be wrong. Kaepernick 
has many different options to protest but he 
chooses a way that offends and disrespects 
many Americans. He says that he doesn’t want 
to be disrespectful to the U.S. or veterans, 
he just doesn’t want to stand for a flag that  
“oppresses” him. Kaepernick gives no proof of 
personal oppression from a life of privilege.

Furthermore, Kaepernick’s decision to not 
stand for the national anthem has created division 
between his fans and team. In Jennifer Lee 
Chan’s view in her article #VeteransForKaepernick, 
she writes, “Kaepernick and others who have 
refused to stand for the national anthem have 
caused division among their teams, their fans, 
and across the country.” Some ex-fans have been 
burning Kaepernick’s jersey to show their dislike. 
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Kaepernick has also almost driven the Santa Clara 
police union away because he wore disrespectful 
pig socks to spite the police. 

To conclude, Colin Kaepernick has refused to 
stand for the national anthem and has even got 
other people to kneel with him. He should not 
protest in this way because he is disrespecting 

veterans, causing further division among 
Americans, and he has other ways to promote 
his ideas. One particular ex-fan posted a video 
on Facebook showing him burning Kaepernick’s 
jersey with a caption that reads, “He says he’s 
oppressed making $126 million. Well, Colin, 
here’s my salute to you.”
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Junk Food: School’s Secret Savior

According to the article Childhood Obesity 
Facts, “One-third of children are obese,” yet 

“[obesity] can be prevented by healthy habits 
in food and exercise, and schools provide 
opportunities to learn and practice healthy 
eating and physical behavior.” As a result, 
American schools have started cutting back 
on junk food in the cafeteria, replacing the 
student favorite chips with healthy options such 
as carrot sticks. The menu change now offers 
healthy substitutes for the growing population 
of overweight students in America. Although 
schools are introducing healthier options for 
the benefit of students to lose weight, schools 
should bring back junk food in place of the 
healthy choices because the swap would help 
the school’s budget, does not need a strict 
guideline, and will be widely accepted amongst 
most of the demographic attending the schools.

As healthy foods replaced junk food, the 
school budget went through the roof. Currently, 
fresh fruits and vegetables are expensive to 
serve. In the article, Junk Food Axed From School 
Vending Machines by Kelsey Sheehy, she states, 
“[individual] schools lose [approximately] 
975,000 dollars a year to the healthy options.” 
On the flip side, junk food is much cheaper 
and easier for the facilities. According to the 
plans, schools would try to lower obesity rates 
with healthy assortments, but the fresh food 
spoils quickly and is higher in price that could 
damage the schools budget for supplies to 
improve. Since the change to a healthy cuisine, 
schools have had to drop out of the program 
because they could not afford the unprocessed 
ingredients of vegetables and fruit. In the 
article Why Schools Are Saying ‘No Thanks’ to the 
School Lunch Program it states, “Eating healthier 
is good, but more expensive.” It is a fact that 
children need nutritious food in their diet, 
especially at school, but if schools can barely 
afford the wholesome entrees, it makes no 
sense why they switched away from low-priced 
less nutritional snacks. Overall, fresh food is 

great for lowering weight in obese students, but 
schools are losing too much money due to the 
healthier products and are dropping the idea for 
more affordable options.

Short schedules and long lunch lines are 
shortening student lunch periods. Due to the 
short lunch schedules, children have not been 
choosing to eat healthy options such as fruits, 
vegetables, and whole grains. As reported by 
Samantha Cowan in the article, Want Kids to Eat 
Healthier? Give Them Time, she mentions that 
“students with less lunch time were less likely to 
select a fruit or vegetables.” Since the students 
were skipping wholesome meals, the schools 
had throw out all the spoiled leftovers. Basically, 
schools are wasting money on food that is just 
being tossed to the garbage because of short 
lunch periods. Additionally, from the same 
article by Samantha Cowan, “Students with less 
than twenty minutes for lunch eat across the 
board-including fewer nutritional fruits and 
veggies.” When children have to wait in long 
lunch lines they receive less time to eat. Usually 
extra food can not be brought to class or the 
playground, so the additional snacks become 
garbage and are put in the trash can. In the 
end, students who have short lunch schedules 
do not eat as much or even grab the expensive 
fruits or vegetables provided by the school. 
Students need longer lunch times to have a full 
nutritional lunch, so the schools are not wasting 
money on food that later becomes waste.

Although there are boundless options 
for healthy lunches for students, the strict 
guidelines for the privilege are just as extensive 
and as hard to maintain, especially when finding 
appetizing meals for the students. According to 
Kelsey Sheehy, author of the article Junk Food 
Axed From School Vending Machines, she states 
that, “[the snacks] cannot exceed 200 calories 
sold in a school day.” Compared to a 2,000 
calorie diet, what schools require is one tenth 
of what a student would need to eat in a day. 
Another statement from Kelsey Sheehy was that, 
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“The lunch rules doubled fruit and vegetable 
servings, but still left students feeling hungry 
and sluggish.” Not only does the lunch have to 
meet the calorie limit, but the sugar, fat, and 
sodium limits. That suggests only a very small 
pool of options for schools to choose from to 
feed their hungry students from the lengthy 
list of rules the cafeteria must ensue. Although 
the healthy food may benefit the overweight 
students, the schools serving the meals must 
follow district and even national guidelines, 
which can be difficult to follow. It can be 
assumed that the guidelines for food are tough 
and are easy to break for schools and would be 
challenging to maintain.

While healthy food options are expensive, 
hard to maintain, and are unappetizing to most 
students, they are still beneficial to overweight 
students. According to Obesity Facts by the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, it 
was mentioned that, “one-third of children are 
obese.” Then, the Center mentions, “[obesity] 
can be prevented by healthy habits in both food 
and exercise, schools provide opportunities to 
learn and practice healthy eating and physical 
behavior.” In other words, when schools started 
cutting back on junk food in their cafeterias, 
they were attempting to lower the alarming 
ratio of overweight students to normal-weight 
students. Despite the high price of fresh fruits 
and vegetables, it is a large benefit to lower 
obesity rates and help make students healthier 

and safer from longer term health problems, 
such as heart disease. It can be interpreted that 
schools want healthier students, but the process 
of converting overweight students to healthy-
weight will be challenging, not only for the 
schools, but for the students.

It is true that one third of children are obese 
and it was wise to take away junk food, so 
students could lose weight, but junk food was 
actually helping schools by providing a larger 
budget, being accepted among students, and 
by requiring less guidelines to follow. Because 
junk food is significantly cheaper, schools can 
afford it much easier and can use the profit 
towards the school budget. Also, junk food 
does not require a strict list of rule to follow for 
health reasons. Not to mention, students prefer 
more unhealthy meal options because they 
simply taste better! Even when schools only 
have healthy options for their meals, students 
will skip the fresh fruit and eat the main meal 
instead of the nutritious sides. Junk food is 
cheaper, strongly prefered by students, and 
easier to follow, and while healthy options are 
better for students and could help them lose 
weight, the process is a slow one, and ultimately 
the schools are the one’s who will be suffering. 
Schools should keep junk food because if they 
continue with health-conscious entrees, the 
school’s budget will crumple, and all of their 
work to help the overweight students will be a 
waste of time and money.
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Staying Safe on the GO

What’s more popular than Facebook, 
Minecraft, the Olympics and Netflix 

worldwide? Why Pokémon GO of course! 
Pokémon GO uses an augmented reality system 
in which you travel around the real world 
looking for magical creatures called Pokémon 
(short for Pocket Monsters).  Now, walking 
around your town or city, staring at your phone 
screen, may get you into some pretty dangerous 
or unwelcome situations, but overall, can this 
app put you in harm’s way? Turns out, Pokémon 
GO is safe, and there are multiple examples to 
prove this fact, including the fact that the game 
has pop-up warnings to remind you to stay 
safe, you can easily involve your parents in this 
phenomenon, and playing the game requires 
you to have your phone on hand.

As many Pokémon trainers may know, 
Niantic and Pokémon have already recognized 
this safety issue and included a few little 
messages along the way. The messages are 
simply there to remind you to follow a slightly 
safer conduct overall. These message boxes 
include “Do not play Pokémon GO while driving,” 
“Do not enter dangerous areas while playing 
Pokémon GO,” and a few more essential safety 
tips. According to Breanne L. Heldman in her 
article Pokémon Go Adds New Safety Warnings, 
the game has been given these updates 
recently, and they are quite helpful. Crimes 
and injuries caused primarily by a videogame 
are bound to spread across the internet, and 
eventually reached Niantic and Pokémon, 
the companies that programmed the game, 
prompting them to immediately add these 
safety warnings. A short while later, they added 
another pop-up that occurs when you go above 
20 mph, instructing you not to play if you’re 
the driver, and giving you an “I’m a passenger” 
button. In addition, they very recently 
prevented any Pokémon from appearing or 
any Pokéstops from providing resources if your 
phone senses that you are going above 30 mph. 

Niantic and Pokémon will make the game as 
safe as possible for their dedicated players.

So who always tells you to follow rules 
anyway? Your parents! You can convince your 
parents to join in on interactive joy! Many 
adults are trying to find an easy way to exercise 
without paying exorbitant fees for gyms and 
equipment, and very few people can motivate 
themselves to get up and go for a short walk. 
But now, Pokémon GO makes these simple 
walks interesting and entertaining, and adults 
can easily have this thrilling experience with 
their kids. As stated in Tara Foulkrod’s article 
Yes, ‘Pokemon Go’ Is Safe For Your Kids, And Could 
Be Great For You, “...it is the most awesome 
and fun experience playing games with your 
kids. Pokémon GO only adds to that, as you 
can explore with your kids as well.”  If you are 
searching for that elusive Lapras alongside your 
parents, then they will definitely help ensure 
you don’t go into any shady neighborhoods or 
private properties. Although the chance that 
your parents might not fall for the extra bonus 
of exercise happens to exist, as Pokémon GO is 
still just a videogame, but in no way does this 
ruin your chances of staying out of danger with 
your parents. Luckily, a very easy way to take 
out the video game aspect of the experience 
will help, as parents can purely accompany 
the person who plays the game. This also still 
provides the same safety bonus to the player. 
So, next time you’re about to go hunting down 
Pokémon, inviting your parents to come along 
can mean epic fun for everyone, and keep those 
Pokémon trainers quite a bit safer in their quest 
to become the very best.

To this day, many parents have one main 
concern about their kids: safety. If they can’t find 
you and aren’t convinced that you are perfectly 
safe, they’ll call. Any Pokémon GO player will 
definitely have the ability to answer while out 
hunting. Why’s this? Well you have your phone 
on you, of course! Pokémon GO is a smartphone 
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app, which means that you cannot play on any 
other device. Many parents feel much safer this 
way, and so do their kids. This has been shown 
in Emily Rivas’ article Is Pokémon Go Safe for 
Kids? when she states, “...device...it’s the primary 
means of getting a hold of your kid when 
they’re out of the house….call to check in.”  Your 
parents can easily call in to check on you if you 
go for a quick walk to catch that much needed 
Magikarp a few yards away, or spin a nearby 
Pokéstop for resources. Occasionally, your 
parents might be busy or they might not call in, 
but you can always search online for directions 
to a safer place, or even memorize the Pokémon 
GO map of your area. The primary concern 
of adventuring out and about these days is 
running out of battery, and as Pokémon trainers 
these days know, hunting for your prized pals 
drains battery quicker than most other apps. 
Keeping your phone charged before heading 
out, turning off your app when low on battery, 

and bringing a portable phone charger with you 
on your longer outings can all help combat this 
problem, as well as using Pokémon GO’s built in 
battery saver. In the end, your parents will surely 
have a way to contact you or for you to stay safe 
on your own, as you’ll have one of today’s most 
useful technological tools right there in your 
hand when playing Pokémon GO.

In summary, Pokémon GO is in almost no 
way unsafe, as the game warns you of all your 
safety precautions, hunting your Pokémon 
can provide excitement for the whole family, 
and your GPS and calling function will keep 
you safe wherever you venture. With SO many 
options and methods to stay safe, there’s no 
question that you will stay safe when you play 
Pokémon GO. Well, what are you waiting for? 
Are you going to play one of the most popular 
sensations of the 21st century?

Will you catch ‘em all?
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Syrian Refugees

Imagine you are a refugee, living in fear of 
what the next second will bring. Your home 

country is in war; nowhere is safe. Your family 
decides to come over to America, the land of 
the free, the home of the brave. After the long 
journey, your heart is filled with excitement as 
you see Lady Liberty standing there, welcoming 
you into this country. Relief fills your soul as 
you realize that no longer should you be fearful 
or in danger; you are finally safe. When you go 
with your family to start the long process, you 
are told that it could take more than two years 
to finally have refuge. You and your family are 
stunned, grieved, and fearful of the possibility 
of having to go back to your home country. 
Thousands of Syrian refugees are coming to 
America: lost, confused, and jobless because 
they need refuge from the storm. Millions are in 
need of humanitarian help, yet America is only 
helping a small fraction. The United States needs 
to be more open and welcoming to Syrian 
refugees, because these are desperate people in 
need, there are many benefits, and this is exactly 
what America is all about.

One reason why the U.S. should help is 
because these are people in need. No one 
should ever have to go through what these 
refugees have been through. The United States 
is denying them bare necessities they need 
for life, shelter, food, and love, every time they 
make an effort to close their borders. Tanya 
Somanader, author of the article, What You Need 
to Know About the Syrian Refugee Crisis and What 
the U.S. Is Doing to Help, explains what happened 
to Syria to cause this crisis perfectly. Their 
leader promised to create legislative reforms, 
and when this did not happen, the country 
was in chaos.  Eventually, their own president 
turned on his country. “President Al-Assad’s 
attacks have been horrific and devastating. He 
has launched rockets in the highly populated 
suburbs of Damascus, and has even attacked 
Syrian civilians with chemical weapons” 
(Somanader). How can we turn these people 

away? This suffering is one reason why the 
United States should welcome Syrians.

Additionally, there are many benefits from 
helping those in need. In the article Syrian 
Refugees Could Help America. We Should Welcome 
Them, Alex Nowrasteh states that “because 
these workers will have different skills than 
most Americans, they won’t compete much 
with Americans for jobs but may actually 
complement us... Via a phenomenon called 
complementary task specialization.”  This 
actually “pushes Americans who speak English 
but have few other skills into higher paid jobs” 
(Nowrasteh).  The few refugees that have been 
welcomed into America have been beneficial. 
In the article 4 Selfish Reasons to Take in Syrian 
Refugees, David Bier states, “Refugees have also 
helped rebuild and grow many communities 
around the country. After an influx of refugees 
and immigrants into Minneapolis, for example, 
foreign residents opened more than 5,000 
new businesses...in poorer areas, revitalizing 
the city’s’ neighborhoods... [and] becoming an 
economic stimulus.” Imagine how much more 
America would prosper by opening its doors! 
There are countless benefits from helping these 
refugees.  

Another reason for accepting refugees 
onto American soil is this is exactly what 
America is about. In fact, America was formed 
from immigration! The pilgrims were, in a way, 
refugees themselves. They came to America to 
seek refuge and religious freedom. According 
to The Mayflower by the History.com staff, 
“Typically, the Mayflower’s cargo was wine 
and dry goods, but on this trip the ship carried 
passengers: 102 of them, all hoping to start a 
new life on the other side of the Atlantic.” Also 
in America’s epic history, this country has been 
all about helping countries in need, especially in 
World Wars I and II. By welcoming more Syrians 
into the United States as refugees, this land truly 
becomes America.
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In spite of this, some people believe that 
this poor and desperate people shouldn’t be 
welcomed into our country. They are so caught 
up in their belief that any one of them could be 
a terrorist, that they are completely ignorant 
of the fact that these are refugees in need of 
our help. In fact, out of 7.5 million refugees, 
only 2 were terrorists. It is important to not be 
blinded by this belief, but focus on what truly 
is important. These people also believe that 
America will have to take care of those that are 
unskilled or unlearned. The U.S.A. can create 
programs that will help these refugees become 
self-reliant, learn English, and be better off 
than when they lived in their home country.  
Indeed, Canada has already created education 
programs for these Syrian refugees. They 
provide Syrian refugee children an opportunity 
to learn English, without living in fear of their 
safety. According to the article School Program 
Could Help Syrian Refugee Children Learn English, 
“An ESL program at the Toronto District School 
Board could soon find itself helping thousands 

of refugee children from Syria learn English 
as they build their new lives in the GTA.The 
Literacy Enrichment Academic Program, or LEAP, 
is an accelerated ESL initiative aimed at teaching 
English to students in Grades 6 through 8. As 
the board prepares to welcome Syrian refugees, 
this three-year program could be the first stop 
for many refugee children. And newcomer 
students who are already in the program say 
LEAP will be a welcome change for some 
refugee children who weren’t allowed to go 
to school because it was too dangerous.” What 
an amazing program! If it can work for Canada, 
it could work for the United States. That is why 
America needs to help these refugees.

In conclusion, Syrian refugees are in 
desperate need of your help.  Let us open our 
borders! Give refuge from the storm. Let us 
be true Americans! Let us enjoy the blessings 
of serving others! Create a brighter tomorrow 
for Syrian refugees by putting yourself in their 
shoes!
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Got7 Has Got Attitude

While being in a broken relationship, these 
talented Korean pop (kpop) musicians 

sing to the girl they once loved about how she 
treated them. Got7 is a seven member South 
Korean boy band under JYP Entertainment. 
Their song, If You Do, speaks heartbreak and 
desolation in volumes that are impossible 
to find in any other song. This unique feel as 
sported by these kpop singers in their album, 
Mad, is truly expressed in its most heart-
wrenching form through this piece. Got7’s If 
You Do depicts a relationship falling apart in the 
most bittersweet way.

Each individual voice creates a different 
type of feeling, adding to the attitude of the 
overall song. The differences of the tones are 
layered with different emotions that manages 
to pull at the audience’s heartstrings. Scented 
with feeling, their voices drip with lust, 
depression, distress, and frustration as they 
ascend into the next sadistic display of vocals. 
Some caresses the listener in a soothing, easy 
feeling, while other voices are more aggressive, 
contributing to the singer’s resentful feelings 
to his previous inamorata.  The vocals melt into 
the instrumentals and then abruptly erupt into 
a harsh tone once Got7’s lead rapper BamBam 
makes his way into his melodic rap. The way 
the voices transfer on a balmy and feverish 
sensation during the beginning parts, then 
stops you cold once Jackson’s voice barges in. 
This along with the lukewarm sensation of the 
rest of the song’s melody proves to be almost 
unreal. The smoothness of the vocals allow  the 
unsurprisingly passionate and bitter lyrics.  

 If You Do’s lyrics are blissfully twisted in the 
most satisfying way. The lyrics to this song give 
off an I-don’t-need-you-anymore feeling. The 
message in the lyrics gives a powerful lesson 
of letting go, which for some is as difficult as 
climbing to the top of Mount Everest without 
an oxygen mask. This leads to the feeling of 
suffocation with the sense of detainment. The 
sense of freedom which emerges as the lyrics 

talk about the betrayal of the girlfriend to the 
boyfriend. The lyrics also manage to depict 
heartbreak along with unrequited love in how 
the singers describe the way their girlfriend 
treated them. The artists captures a senses of 
imprisonment and pain in the way the girl in the 
story never loved him back. As the song goes 
on, the lyrics deepen like a knife twisting in the 
side of your rib. With the lyrics and instruments 
becoming one, the feelings in the song become 
stronger.

As the instruments come in, most of the 
melody focuses on how they show the true 
colors of the song selling the raw emotions. 
Transitions from the saxophone can be heard 
making a decrescendo and then casually 
turns into a crescendo. The sounds from the 
instruments increase and decrease like speed 
bumps on the road. The feeling is identical to 
going on the drop of a rollercoaster. Along 
with the saxophone, percussion instruments 
are used, emphasizing the beat. The percussion 
sounds like a hammer going down on a high 
striker every time it booms in the background. 
It might also be compared to the thump, 
thump, thumping of a heart. Combining the 
instruments with the instrumentals creates 
several more characteristics in the music.

The instrumentals in contrast to the lyrics 
display a relaxed beat. The instrumentals are 
calm and mellow, sounding as if water was 
cascading along a smooth glass pane. At the 
same time, it includes a fast tempo, listening 
to it, you can almost feel the tune whooshing 
through you. The keyboard can also be heard, 
manipulating other sounds. The consistent use 
of the keyboard lends a hand with creating 
sounds imitating other instruments. Gliding 
across the measures, the beat makes a daunting 
tone that sticks with the listener like hair in 
superglue.  

With its emotional tones, deep meaningful 
heartbreaking lyrics, and subtle yet powerful 
transitions, Got7’s If You Do portrays a 
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relationship that was over before it even started. 
The passionate voices of each of the artists 
silently scream sweet nothings, telling of their 
problematic situations, which similar to most 

high school student’s procrastination problems, 
do not look like they are getting any better. 
Finally giving up, they show that they’re over all 
of it, bringing their emotional journey to an end.
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It’s a cool, shiver provoking evening, but 
in the concert hall, the symphony’s music 

acts as a breath of warmth.   For a frigid soul, 
the artful sounds are Glorious.   In this piece, 
the untangling of sounds to braid them into 
a song of the heart was a task undertaken by 
composer Stephanie Mabey.   Brilliantly unique 
covers created by a wide range of groups, from 
single musicians to choirs, express differing 
perceptions and emotion.   However, the most 
popular version was sung by David Archuleta, 
second place winner of American Idol in 
2008.   He recorded the song in the midst of 
a two year mission in Chile.   Vocals rich with 
emotion cause insightful lyrics with flowing 
instrumentals to soar off of the sheet music 
without ever looking back.

Like a flowing river, the accompaniment 
is alluring, bringing the listener nearer to the 
bank until he is overcome.   Overcome with 
curiosity for what comes next and overcome 
with a broken heart caused by beauty so 
great.   The accompaniment is smooth and 
connected.   Beginning with the plainly unique 
notes of a piano, the setting of a story told 
through song is formed.   It is enriched by the 
stringed instruments, which provide a calming 
effect and great detail to the setting.  As vocals 
join in, the instrumentals back off, not harshly, 
but effortlessly, into a peaceful background, 
allowing for other elements to shine.  However, 
when the chorus arrives, the instrumentals 
begin to accelerate and turn into attention 
catching rapids.   Its quickened but steady pace 
allows for the message of the lyrics to begin 
a march into the heart. The bridge and final 
repetition of the chorus are where the flowing 
river transforms into a mightily serene waterfall, 
packed with power. The feeling of joy and 
beauty rings.  A gorgeous piece is amplified by 
legions.

Set ablaze by instrumentals, the vocals 
breathe life into the words.   David Archuleta’s 
tenor voice carries meaningful lyrics with a 

sort of grace that comes easily with power 
and strength.   His emotion is a testament 
of the lyrics and of the talent that he 
carries.   Raw emotion cannot be auto tuned 
or faked.   Without it, the piece would be 
missing an important element and definitely 
be lacking.   The tone of the vocals is rich like 
milk chocolate and collaborated well with the 
instrumentals, never straining.   Backup voices 
come in to celebrate the message and deliver 
a final blow in the last chorus as if angels were 
celebrating in the skies above. Additionally, 
the use of dynamics is essential in conveying 
emotion, but also indicates the powerful 
messages in certain sections of the song, like 
waves crashing onto the beach, receding, and 
repeating.   Deeply felt, the vocals weave the 
lyrics into the heart, into the soul.

Poetic inspiration is defined in the lyrics 
of Glorious, and they are.   These thought 
provoking words carry a message of potential 
and purpose.   There are times, many times, in 
which one might feel aimless, but it is reassuring 
to know that “There is a purpose, It’s been there 
within you, All along.”   Everyone has a place, 
everyone is a droplet of water in a river.   We 
can embrace the world like a flood.   This song 
is a metaphor for life and for the interaction 
of people.   Life is like a symphony, and when 
listened to, we figure out that “...there are 
melodies, In each one of us.”   This power, this 
emotion, is it heartbreakingly beautiful?   Or 
heart-buildingly?   What people can do with 
residing potential is enormous.  A single person 
might seem small, but in actuality, in eternal 
perspective, is part of something bigger.   The 
human race is ever developing. We create 
change; we are change.   These lyrics reflect a 
celebration of creativity and of discovery by 
projecting the impact of all people using their 
potential and uniting.  “It’s glorious...”

For a frigid soul, a song lifted skyward 
through powerful instrumentals and sweet 
vocals that convey powerful lyrics is a breath 

Tara Ruhland___________________________________________________________________
Ninth Grade, Westwood High
Teacher - Rachel Collay

It’s Like a Symphony
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of warmth, providing a barrier that prevents a 
chilly evening from dampening a spirit.  Glorious 
is comprised of multiple elements that resonate 
within, filling a hollow shell.   Listening to, 
savoring, this song, is more than equivalent 
to the feeling that comes from looking down 
at the forest from the peak of a mountain.   It 
is more than the beauty of sunlight split into a 
million pieces on the surface of the ocean.  This 

song is the beauty of a soul finding itself and 
then turning around, looking back, and helping 
someone else to do the same.  The Earth is our 
concert hall.  We are the instruments.  We look 
different and we sound different.   We have 
different purposes, but that’s the thing, we 
all have a purpose and it is nothing short of 
Glorious.
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Stamp Out Swearing

Bleep! Bleeping bleep bleep bleep! Sound 
familiar? In a recent survey, working 

people were asked how often they heard 
swearing around them. Sixty-one percent of 
participants said they frequently hear swearing 
in a public place – in this case, the workplace 
(Maley 9). That’s a lot. Swear words are being 
more frequently used in public by all kinds of 
people: elders and youth, men and women, 
churchgoers and students.  Swearing in public 
places is inappropriate because it shows 
blatant disrespect, it can affect the user in their 
professional life, and it reveals disgracefully low 
personal standards.

Unquestionably, cursing in public is simply 
disrespectful and rude! “The widespread 
acceptance of swearing is an important issue 
because it’s another example of the coarsening 
of our society,” claims Doug Marr, a writer and 
educationist (Marr 3). Swearing is a surefire way 
to offend and distract those around oneself. 
“It’s not harmless and is often a source of stress 
and annoyance to those who have to endure 
it” (Marr 6). Some might argue that slanderous 
speech doesn’t bother people because they 
hear it all the time. “I don’t get used to swearing,” 
says Ryan Wadsworth, a Mesa Public Schools 
student. It’s entirely wrong to desensitize 
somebody to anything immoral, including 
swearing, and some people never will get 
used to hearing cuss words, so it’s a persistent 
problem for them. 

On that same note, if one adopts the habit 
of swearing now, it could negatively affect his 
or her future. Everyone wants or should want 
to have a career sometime in their life, right? 
Absolutely. Well, consider, for a moment, an 
employer who is seeking to hire a new worker. 
The two applicants are both skilled and well-
educated people who get along fairly well with 
people. The catch? One of these applicants 
periodically utilizes swear words in his or her 
everyday language. Honestly, which applicant 
is the better person for the job? “If you are 

swearing, it means you can’t handle your own 
emotions. People tend not to gravitate to 
someone like that,” notes James O’Connor, a 
public relations expert (Maley 20). Therefore, 
the employer would be most likely to select the 
applicant with the clean mouth and obvious 
intelligence and creativity. Many people who 
swear are unaware that by simply using foul 
language, they appear less attractive, intelligent, 
and welcoming to their peers. Wadsworth, 
in agreement with multiple other students, 
confesses, “I would rather be around people 
who don’t swear.” Most people naturally tend 
to prefer companions, employees, and co-
workers with clean mouths and high standards. 
Is it really worth risking an ideal future for a few 
obscene words now?

Furthermore, swearing reveals to others 
the user’s obvious low personal standards. 
Those who believe in the Bible are commanded 
to “...put off all these; anger, wrath, malice, 
blasphemy, filthy communication out of your 
mouth” (Colossians 3:8). Only those with 
immature minds and feeble moral compasses 
would swear. Cursing in public reveals one’s 
lack of self-control, poor emotional intelligence, 
and disregard for others. It sends a message to 
strangers that the person with crass language 
has low morals and can’t control him- or herself. 
“...I always feel weird when someone swears,” 
admits Emma Pyper, a Mesa High student. This 
feeling is mirrored by countless others. 

In reality, swearing is inappropriate in 
public settings at all times. Using profanities to 
express oneself is simply wrong and degrading 
in all respects. Using expletives around others 
shows lack of courtesy, can limit one’s future, 
and showcases one’s poor standards. Why 
would someone swear when it has such clear 
downsides? To sound “tough”? To express him- 
or herself? Well, there are plenty of smarter and 
more respectful ways to do both of those things. 
Be creative when you speak by planning your 
thoughts and stop swearing just to sound “cool”.
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Ending on a High Note

As the great philosopher, Plato, once said, 
“Music is a moral law. It gives soul to 

the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the 
imagination, and charm and gaiety to life and 
to everything.” Music has always been a big part 
of my existence, and it always will be. My life is 
far from ideal and music has always been my 
escape. Being raised a certain way is tiring to 
stray from. My hand has been forced to be one 
way with my family and to be another way every 
moment I am not with them. Over my almost 
seventeen years in this world, the experiences I 
have had awakened me to the conflictions that 
I face with my family’s beliefs and my own. With 
conflicts and confusion constantly beating and 
haunting my thoughts, my mind was a warzone. 
“Old values” trampled my own thoughts, the 
way I felt about things had no value if it wasn’t 
what was acceptable. A constant storm hovered 
over my head. Music became my safe haven, the 
destructive thoughts I had flowed through lyrics 
and turned my anxiety and stress into a distant 
memory. Music conveys what I feel when words 
are tangled and silence falls.

Ever since I started the school system, I was 
the odd-one-out. My weight, attitude towards 
school, and personality has been and will always 
be different. I have always been a heavy girl, 
there’s no denying it, and I have been bullied 
for having a bigger body than most girls. I have 
always had a leadership kind of personality and 
was bullied for that as well. Furthermore, I loved 
school and that automatically put an apple on 
my head and the other students thought fit to 
shoot arrows at me. Nevertheless, I found at an 
early age that music made me feel blissful and 
I developed skill that allowed me to understand 
different aspects of it. Music made the bullying 
tolerable. 

I started choir in third grade and started 
violin in fourth grade and the emotions I can 
release when I sing or play violin are truly 
harmonious. Letting my emotions gush out 
of me feels like nothing is corrupted in my life 

and for that exact moment, time has stopped. 
My problems were propelled to the side as the 
notes flew from my fiddling fingers with my bow 
gliding across the strings. Worries that clouded 
my mind vanished when my words caressed 
the silence that coddled me. Music became my 
crutch in junior high when everything spiraled 
downward.

Two years. For two years, I gasped for air 
in the suffocation that was my anxiety. For 
two years, I  have never felt so helpless and 
alone. For two years, I contemplated many 
times to become a memory to others. Junior 
high became a nightmare haunting my reality. 
Reality seemed like a cruel joke where every 
single day, I would go to school and a tornado 
would smother me continuously and stab me 
with a thousand needles anytime I did anything, 
whether it was speak or move. In junior high, I 
had my own personal bully. Anything I would 
say or do was followed by a snarky comment 
or a wicked glare. Eventually, breathing even 
became terrifying to do. I felt like my whole 
world just be chewed up and spat into the 
garbage. My bully made me feel like I’m nothing, 
that I shouldn’t be alive, and I contemplated 
not living. Escaping the torture for one minute 
became a luxury I couldn’t afford. The school 
wouldn’t do anything about the situation, which 
made it even worse. I was suffocating. Until, 
air was thrusted into my lungs as my anxiety, 
depression, and stress was driven out allowing 
me to breathe. The force behind it was music. 
Playing the violin was the only way of physical 
expression that I had and singing allowed me 
to articulate my isolation from words that had 
malfunctioned. Music gave me a voice I didn’t 
realize I even had. Before, it was like trying to 
breathe underwater, but as soon as a song 
came on that relayed how I felt, I gasped for 
the air and held onto it for dear life. Suddenly, it 
stopped.

High school started and my bully became a 
distant memory. Music eradicated the agony the 
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bully caused me and as that chapter of my life 
came to an end-light illuminated my life. There 
was no longer a staccato, choppy feeling to my 
life. I no longer felt like I was walking on a bed 
of nails. Silky melodies flooded my senses and 
my thoughts, once chaos, arranged themselves 
harmoniously as that portion of my life passed 
by at an prestissimo tempo. Junior high seems 

like a grace note at this point, a nonessential 
part of my life. Music pulled me through the 
tough times and nudged me to heal. As my 
bow glides across the vibrating strings under 
my fluttering fingers, the soft timbre calms my 
violent thoughts. The movement ended with a 
peaceful silence trailing after it. The storm has 
ended.
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Pride, Prejudice, and Hidden  
     Romanticism
Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, though 

seemingly unromantic at first glance, 
shows qualities of romanticism in a more 
inconspicuous way than other traditional 
writings of the era.   Romanticism is loosely 
defined as an artistic and intellectual 
movement in the 18th and 19th centuries 
that is characterized by an emphasis on the 
individuality of humans and their expression of 
emotion, as well as rebellion against social rules 
and standards; Pride and Prejudice, completed 
by 1897 and taking place near a similar date, 
showcases a number of Romantic values. 
Austen writes about a Mrs. Bennet and her 
mission to wed all five of her young daughters 
to the wealthiest men she can lay eyes on, 
representing the ideals of the time. However, 
when her second eldest, Elizabeth, refuses 
to marry the preposterous Mr. Collins or the 
pretentious Mr. Darcy in accordance to their 
wealth and lack of compassion, we are left with 
a strong female character who seems to defy 
all elements of romanticism. On the contrary, 
I present to you the evidence that proves Pride 
and Prejudice possess aspects that complement 
the era quite extraordinarily. 

Romanticism focuses largely on innocence. 
Rather the definition of being free from sin or 
moral wrong, innocence is to be defined as the 
lack of knowledge or understanding; Austen 
portrays this in Pride and Prejudice without 
compromising Elizabeth’s strong role. Elizabeth 
is an educated and well-rounded girl, no 
doubt, however her absence of understanding 
in regards to Mr. Darcy contribute to her 
naiveté. ‘“From the very beginning… of 
my acquaintance with you, your manners, 
impressing me with the fullest belief of your 
arrogance, your conceit, and your selfish disdain 
of the feelings of others, were such as to form 
the groundwork of disapprobation on which 
succeeding events have built so immovable a 

dislike…”’ (Austen 114). Elizabeth establishes 
her loathing for Mr. Darcy prematurely. She 
says her dislike is “immoveable” and, though 
she thoroughly believes this, she is oblivious to 
future feelings. Though under the circumstances 
of her current knowledge she has fair reason 
for her resentment, she does not know the full 
extent of either story of which she accuses her 
companion of being in the wrong. Her harsh 
assumption of his lack of compassion could not 
be more false in the grand scheme of things, for 
every action he takes is in regard towards his 
sister, Georgiana Darcy; his dear friend, Charles 
Bingley; or the eye of his affection, Elizabeth 
Bennet herself, as revealed throughout the 
ending chapters. Another factor of her dislike 
towards Darcy evolved from her acquaintance 
with Mr. George Wickham. Darcy’s father loved 
George as a son, and according to Mr. Wickham, 
Darcy could not get over his jealousy and so 
robbed him of any chance to be prosperous 
and wealthy. Elizabeth accuses Darcy of this. 
‘“You have reduced him to his present state 
of poverty—comparative poverty. You have 
withheld the advantages which you must 
know to have been designed for him. You 
have deprived the best years of his life of that 
independence which was no less his due than 
his desert”’ (Austen 113). Again, with the extent 
of her knowledge her accusation is valid. 
However, she does not know of Wickham’s 
treachery and deceit until after she has already 
thrown the allegation at Darcy.   Perhaps the 
biggest misjudgment on Elizabeth’s behalf was 
her notion of indifference towards the proud 
Fitzwilliam Darcy and prediction to never have 
the desire to marry a man such as him. “... and 
I had not known you a month before I felt that 
you were the last man in the world whom I 
could ever be prevailed on to marry” (Austen 
114). Miss Elizabeth’s innocence shields the 
truth from her eyes. Despite all her objections, 
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when she comes to acknowledge the true 
intentions of Darcy’s wrongdoings and all the 
steps he has taken to redeem himself in the 
eyes of the girl whom he has found to admire 
and love, she realizes her anger was naively 
misplaced and her accusations were made 
without knowledge of either his intentions or 
feelings. When it comes to Darcy, Elizabeth is 
rather ignorant to her new-found interest in 
his character. She is blind to what is to happen 
in the future, as she finds 1) that he is not as 
proud and inconsiderate as she made him out to 
be and 2) herself as his bride as a result of her 
returned love.

A key idea in romanticism is individuality; for 
Elizabeth, this is her self-reliance and strong will. 
In a society with expectations of women such 
that they must marry young and for financial 
and social stability, Elizabeth shows remarkable 
individuality by challenging those beliefs with 
her pursuit of a matrimony stemmed from 
love. In this age, it was rare and frowned upon 
and, under certain circumstances, when it was 
to be a match upon which the bondage of 
the families would result in good fortune and 
wealth, it was incomprehensible for a woman 
to decline a marriage proposal. However, when 
Mr. Darcy so pleasantly confessed his love for 
Elizabeth she took offense of his words rather 
than gratitude and does what is considered 
unacceptable. “His sense of her inferiority 
-- of its being a degradation -- of the family 
obstacles which judgment had always opposed 
to inclination, were dwelt on with a warmth 
which seemed due to the consequence he was 
wounding, but was very unlikely to recommend 
his suit” (Austen 112). His proposal was much 
rather degrading than endearing; declaring 
in such a way his love for an unestablished, 
unaccomplished, middle class girl was unjust 
and disgraceful to his family of wealth and 
rank left Elizabeth’s Pride wounded and her 
admiration for him ever-dwindling. She rashly 
determines that her feminine desire for love 
will not be brought into being with Fitzwilliam 
Darcy, thus demonstrating her individuality 
through her inclination to reject a man whom 
humiliates and looks down upon her, whereas 

any other woman would have accepted due 
to his riches. Elizabeth, though upset by the 
unforgivable words spoken by Mr. Darcy, 
had another reason to decline this offer and 
showcase her individualism. Elizabeth Bennet 
is blessed with the will to judge based off of 
her own values, rather than those of society. 
This attribute of  hers, helps her in her decision 
to turn down the wealthy man. ‘“Had not 
my own feelings decided against you -- had 
they been indifferent, or had they even been 
favourable, do you think that any consideration 
would tempt me to accept the man who has 
been the means of ruining, perhaps forever, 
the happiness of a most beloved sister?”’ 
(Austen 113). Darcy deemed Elizabeth’s sister’s 
obsession with his good friend, Charles Bingley, 
to be nothing more than desire for his money 
and rank, rather than love. Believing this to 
be true, though based on little fact other than 
society’s standards of the upper and lower class, 
broke the relationship apart before they were 
to be married. In doing so, he offends Elizabeth. 
Having her own values, she knows Jane’s love is 
pure and true and cannot find it in her to accept 
Darcy, due to his immoral actions. Challenging 
the beliefs of society by not only rejecting 
Mr. Darcy, but accusing him of considering a 
woman inferior, surely proves Elizabeth’s strong 
will and sense of self-reliance to be a source of 
independence.

Above all else, Romanticism values love 
and passion. Though at first it is hard to see this 
novel as a love story, certain aspects of the plot 
prove it to be. The first is the side story of Jane 
Bennet and Charles Bingley. Meeting Jane at the 
Meryton Ball, Mr. Bingley danced with her more 
than any other girl and thought “...he could not 
conceive an angel more beautiful” (Austen 11). 
Almost at once, Mr. Bingley was completely 
entranced by the eldest Miss Bennet’s beauty 
and kind character when he is introduced to her 
in the ballroom. Jane reflected that “He [was] 
just what a young man ought to be...sensible, 
good-humoured, and lively... with such perfect 
good breeding” (Austen 9). Jane cannot fathom 
Mr. Bingley to possess a quality unworthy of her 
praise. The ideal man in the time period was 
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in fact everything she saw in him. From here, 
their admiration for each other only grew. Their 
relationship is a prime example of the cliché 
“love at first sight” that Elizabeth’s tale lacked. 
However the main character did not escape the 
amour that characterizes the Romantic period. 
Unlike her sister, Elizabeth’s love stemmed from 
a previous spite. “... and immediately, though 
not very fluently, gave him to understand that 
her sentiments had undergone so material a 
change, since the period to which he alluded, 
as to make her receive with gratitude and 
pleasure his present assurances” (Austen 212). 
Austen chooses to say “so material a change” to 
imply the importance of this change of heart; 
material meaning essential. She acknowledges 
her previous feelings and recognizes they 
have grown into something more admirable 
and though it is not as immediate as Jane’s, 
Elizabeth finds romance regardless of her prior 
indifference. Romanticism values emotions 
and love too ardently for Pride and Prejudice 
to escape its hold. From Jane and Charles’ 
love at first sight to Elizabeth and Fitzwilliam’s 

romance from animosity, Jane Austen most 
definitely incorporates the passionate side of 
Romanticism.

Jane Austen expresses her own ideals of 
individuality, passion, and defiance against 
social norms through her characters. In Pride 
and Prejudice, she utilizes romanticism in a way 
that doesn’t make the connections obvious, but 
they are present nonetheless. The innocence, 
individuality, and passion expressed by 
Elizabeth Bennet are adequate authentication 
for this sentiment. Her rash dismissal of 
Fitzwilliam Darcy and quick reliance on George 
Wickham’s story, prove her lack of knowledge 
and understanding. She challenges the social 
rules and beliefs by refusing a man’s marriage 
proposal and standing up for her own morals 
and values. Finally, Jane Bennet’s immediate 
love for Charles Bingley and Elizabeth’s eventual 
love for Mr. Darcy ultimately adds to the 
Romantic attributes. Taking Pride and Prejudice’s 
misinterpretation into consideration, don’t let 
first impressions deceive you.
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Brielle Hansen__________________________________________________________________
Twelfth Grade, Dobson High
Teacher - Kim Klett

Waste

Thirty-forty years ago, home appliances 
were designed to last generations. Many 

of the most reliable appliances nowadays, like 
dishwashers or electric mixers, are those older 
machines: not only functioning, but consistently 
outperforming newer models. The new 
“innovative” designs are only supposed to last 
ten-fifteen years, most breaking after three-four. 
Repairmen don’t suggest fixing newer models 
because they will just break again; the piles of 
new, broken dishwashers in landfills are not 
difficult to imagine. While “use it up, wear it out, 
make it do, or do without” was the motto of our 
grandparents’ generation, now we lease new 
cars instead of fixing them, waste disposable 
plastic bags, and toss out 30% of our food. 
We are the “throw-away” generation. Ethically, 
this problem hints at the moral decline within 
our country. Trashing extra ketchup packets 
is not an egregious sin, but it does represent 
a scandalous lack of conscientiousness and 
gratitude.

There are wonderful organizations that 
educate the public about reducing our impact. 
However, the way we treat our objects and 
conveniences nowadays is steeping into 
the way we treat our lives, with the average 
American spending eight hours on social media 
and TV every day. When founded, our country 
was excited at the chance to create our own 
government, choose our own leaders, and set 
our own legacy. Yet the active, civically engaged 
citizens that our Framers envisioned to uphold 
this freedom and democracy don’t reflect 
the typical people of today. When Benjamin 
Franklin said that this Republic is ours, “if [we] 
can keep it,” he was warning us not to waste this 
opportunity.

Overall, society has progressed further 
than past ages; you are less likely to die or be 
enslaved. However, especially in America, we 
throw away opportunities like we throw away 
those broken appliances: college graduates 
“to good” for entry-level jobs, high-schoolers 

watching cat videos rather than listening 
in class.  Politicians throw away chances to 
improve the country by being self-serving and 
politically polarized. Many citizens don’t even 
bother to vote.

The solution is simple, however complex 
to employ. Education is both economically and 
morally beneficial in any society, empowering 
and inspiring. It transforms the way you see the 
world, helping create reliable solutions. We are 
most successful as a nation when smart, diligent 
leaders listen to bright, responsible citizens who 
then make balanced, careful decisions. The way 
to this is free public schooling with dedicated 
teachers who sacrifice and toil for students, 
generous public grants, and simple access 
loans. The stark reality is, we have this. Yet, for 
so many, this privilege is a joke. A time to goof 
off. However disenfranchised or disadvantaged 
individuals or groups may feel, they still have 
more convenience here than almost anywhere 
else. The thing people in developing countries 
and refugee camps want most is not food or 
shelter, but education. Instead of wasting time 
complaining, we need to use the opportunities 
that have been won for us, however meager we 
think they are.  As Helen Keller said, “Be happy 
with what you have while you work for what you 
want.”  In schools, we need to expect gratitude 
and excitement toward learning. Then we can 
work to expand that opportunity for all. 

Showing others what they have is a 
daunting task. I help by volunteering at 
struggling elementary schools, participating 
in local government, and encouraging my 
community to do so. I help by registering 
voters at my school and taking polls on 
issues that are important to them. I help by 
recognizing problems and voicing them to our 
administrators and representatives. 

If we all lift where we stand, the whole 
nation rises. However it may look now, we do 
have incredible opportunity - as long as we 
don’t waste the chance.
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Rebecca Martin_________________________________________________________________
English Teacher - Dobson High

White Guilt

In the summer 2006, I took a road trip. The trip 
spanned seven states and ended in California 

where I met my then-favorite author, Mr. Shelby 
Steele, author of White Guilt: How Blacks and 
Whites Together Destroyed the Promise of the Civil 
Rights Era. I read Steele’s book three times, cover 
to cover, in preparation for his reading and the 
signing follow. I still have the book. It is signed 
with my name and the message, “Courage more 
than guilt.”

When I read Steele’s book in 2006, his words 
were a salve on the wounded burns on my 
own white privilege. Like so many other whites 
who grew up poor, who went without gifts on 
Christmas, whose father’s hands were callused 
and never stopped building, I was convinced 
that my life was far from privileged, that my skin 
color was nothing but a skin color, and that the 
problems in our nation had more to do with 
money than race. Race, gender, prejudice, all 
were excuses, I told myself in 2006, and if I can 
find a way to educate myself out of my poverty, 
then they should be able to as well.

And Steele, a Black man, a Harvard fellow, 
put my less eloquent thoughts into words.

It has been ten years since I drove to 
California to see Shelby Steele speak in the small 
independent bookstore that smelled like the 
sea. Ten years, and I am now a firm believer in 
white privilege, but Steele’s message still holds 
weight for me. “Courage more than guilt.” 

Courage will be needed to face the shifting 
political landscape on which our nation now 
stands. In living rooms and bar rooms and 
classrooms across the country our nation is no 
longer united in even a semblance polite civil 
discourse. In my own community, signs of hate 
have begun to fly again in the form of flags and 
fists and Facebook posts. At the state level, new 
bills are being introduced, like House Bill 2120, 
seek to undermine social justice educational 
initiatives. 

Courage will be needed when the wall 
comes up between my home state and Mexico, 

when the sixteen and seventeen year olds I 
see every day express very real fears that they 
will not be able to see their parents again, that 
they will be sent to one of the camps they have 
heard about for illegal children, that they will be 
deported or worse, that they will be lost in the 
system. Courage will be needed when I have 
to look at their faces and shrug and hope they 
are not right but admit that they probably are. 
And again, it will be needed when my LGBTQ 
brothers and sisters watch the footsteps forward 
be erased with a click of a mouse, with the ease 
of an oath, years of progression erased with 
the ease of an hour. Fear will come creeping in 
these moments to my mother who depends on 
a disability check because she cannot depend 
on her own body to function. The attempts to 
silence the press, to extinguish the environment, 
to abandon the truth, to discriminate, to 
dominate, to destroy.

My brother-in-law posted on Facebook 
yesterday. His generous offer to help anyone 
who disagrees with the President move out of 
the country did not go unnoticed by me. Nor 
did the several memes posted by my cousin 
depicting the idiocracy of people who believed 
as I do. And the comments on my feed, the ones 
calling me a traitor to my race for believing that 
Obama was a worthy president, those were 
made by my aunt. She told me to remember 
that the White House was meant to be white. 
Comments like these are meant to guilt me into 
a new way of thinking, but I remember courage 
over guilt. 

The greatest crime Donald Trump can 
commit against our country is not to build a wall 
or start a war -- it is allowing us to forget our 
own humanity and blinding us to the humanity 
in others. Once we see ourselves as separate 
from our brothers and sisters, we are lost. 

Courage, my friends. At all costs. 
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Elizabeth Viator_________________________________________________________________
English Teacher - Dobson High

What Is a Guru?

“What is a guru?” I ask my juniors as we 
began reading the Hermann Hesse’s 

novel Siddhartha.  We had already discussed 
Indian concepts such as non-attached work, 
karma and dharma.  Today we are adding guru 
to our list.  As my students write in their comp 
books, I write in mine.  Barely awake at 9:00 in 
the morning, I scribble the question:  “What is a 
guru?”  Rotely, my answer is pathetically generic:   
A guru is a teacher.  

But as I write, I start to question what that 
means to me.  I follow several threads to answer 
this question:  I think about my own teaching.  I 
ponder about how many of my students have 
become my teachers. I contemplate about my 
yoga teacher and how I got into yoga.  After a 
few minutes of warm-up writing, I write: 

I found my first yoga teacher/guru while I 
was biking in my neighborhood. I rode past a 
school no longer used for elementary students, 
but one that had been repurposed:  One 
classroom became a dance studio; another, an 
art studio, and then one that really caught my 
eye:  “The Center for Radical Aliveness.”  
Noticing flyers by the door, I picked one up, 
read the instructor’s bio and the description of 
classes. The phrase “yoga therapy” jumped out 
at me.    
I immediately signed up for a class. 

The first class I attended that summer 
morning had four students.  Some of the 
accoutrements of an elementary classroom 
were still intact with chunky cubbies, eyebrow 
windows, and a wooden floor.  The teacher 
seemed like she came from a faraway land, 
a dark Arabian beauty.  Her energy seemed 
endless; her enthusiasm to help her students 
overcome their injuries, fears, and doubts, 
seemed a miraculous—albeit ambitious—gift.  

Desiree Rumbaugh was my first yoga 
teacher and yes, she taught me all about 
asanas and pranayama and yoga sutras and 

invocations, but I think the best lesson Desiree 
taught me came in the smallest of words, the 
three letter word, “yet”.  

This word not only changed my practice, but 
I think it changed my whole life.  

When I first practiced with Desiree, I couldn’t 
perform many poses due to a neck and back 
injury and I’d lament, “I can’t do that.”  Des would 
add cheerfully and confidently, “Yet.”  

That word echoed through my mind, “I can’t 
do that…..yet.  “I can’t do that……….. yet.” 

She didn’t elaborate further, but every time 
she’d hear me say that I couldn’t do a stellar 
downward facing dog, or an awesome setu 
bandha, she’d just retort, “Yet.”

That little word got into my blood.  I 
breathed it in like pranayama.  

I chanted it like a mantra:
“I can’t stand on my head”…..Yet.
“I can’t do Camel Pose”……Yet. 
“I can’t ride my mountain bike up gravelly 

hills”…..Yet.  
This powerful, tiny word flowed in and out 

of my yoga practice and eventually became 
a part of me both on and off the mat.  When 
I’d enter my own classroom and hear my high 
school juniors say they didn’t know how to 
construct parallel structure, I’d think, “Yet.”  

When they weren’t writing cohesively, I’d 
think, “Yet.”  

When I’d think, “They can’t seem to think for 
themselves,” I’d think, “Yet,” and then everything 
began to make sense.

We can only do what we’re capable of doing 
in the moment.  It’s no use for me to power 
into a back bend only to risk injury.  It’s no use 
to push my students beyond their capability 
until they are ready.  I have to guide them to 
the place where they can play with the edge of 
their writing from where they are right now—in 
the moment.  As they attempt new techniques, 
I need to be patient and allow them room 
for error.  They need time to practice without 
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judgment; they need space to create this new 
thinking and they need time.  Lots of time.  

Another year passed and I asked the 
question again to a new group of students:  
“What is a guru?”  

This time as I reread my earlier entry, I saw 
the word “yet”, but I didn’t see it as a three letter 
word:   I saw it as an acronym:

Y. E. T. = Your Eternal Truth
I inhaled deeply.  I exhaled slowly.  I realized 

there was another lesson here, one I hadn’t—
couldn’t have—seen earlier.  

This lesson spiraled out of the initial one 
and I contemplated on how we keep working 
towards our greater selves in our practice, 
whether it’s on our mat, in our relationships, 
or at work.  We work towards our eternal 
truth each time we move forward, each time 
we move past our fear, past our doubts, past 
our insecurities into a place of acceptance, 
confidence and fulfillment.  When we do this, we 
achieve our eternal truth.  

On this day, the lesson expanded into 
something I couldn’t even have imagined a few 
years ago.  This time, I had moved forward:  My 
husband of 27 years and I divorced.  I learned 
that my fear of being alone, broke, loveless, was 
only that—a fear.  I wasn’t alone.  My friends and 
family supported me throughout the heartache.  
I wasn’t broke.  I had even saved a little money.  
I wasn’t loveless:  In fact, my heart felt lighter, 
fuller—more expanded.  Even though I wasn’t 
in a relationship, I had accepted my faults, 
but more importantly, I applauded my gifts.  I 
renewed—and repaired—relationships.  

When I can help my students move past 
their fears, their doubts, their insecurities, it 
renews my faith in Desiree’s most powerful 
word, Y.E.T.  

It is with the utmost gratitude that I say 
“thank you” to my first yoga teacher, my guru, 
for helping me learn this lesson.  I still can’t do a 
stellar downward dog….yet, but one day, I will! 



Class Book
A thematic book, fiction or non-fiction,  
in which each student in an individual  

class contributes a selection.
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Merilee Kupfer’s Class___________________________________________________________
Kindergarten, Field Elementary

There Is a First Time for Everything
Excerpts:

I have never had a cubby 
before. It’s like my purse. 

I had to sign the Pledge of Allegiance. My 
teacher’s not that good. She watches me. 

I had to learn to be 
quiet all day. It’s kind 

of easy now. 

Mom does not make me 
raise my hand when I ask 

questions. It bugs me. 

Our teacher says that there 
is a first time for everything. 

Boy, she wasn’t kidding! In 
kindergarten everything we do 

is a first! Keep turning the pages 
and you’ll see. 
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A is for alligator. Alligators can chomp.

Kristen Pettinato’s Class__________________________________________________________
Kindergarten, Wilson Elementary

Alphabet Party
Excerpts:

B is for bat. It is brown. 

C is for cat. It is cute. 

D is for dinosaur. It eats leaves. 
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Alea
Alea is my favorite cousin. She is 
important to me. Alea and I love to 
jump on the trampoline. We like to 
do 1, 2, 3 smiles. When I go down, 
she goes really high up. We also play 
house. When we play, I am the mom 
and Alea is the child. I work at a 
restaurant in the house game. When 
we play sometimes we laugh and 
giggle. Sometimes we also go ride our 
bikes on the tennis courts. My bike 
is purple and Alea’s bike is pink. We 
ride really fast together. I love Alea 
very much. 

Beth Hunt and Peggy O’Neill’s Class_______________________________________________
First Grade, Hale Elementary

          You Are My Sunshine
Excerpts:

My Mom
My mom is very important in my 
life. We like to cook together. We 
especially like to make pizza. We add 
cheese and pepperoni on top of the 
sauce. It is my favorite after school 
snack. 

I also like to spend time with my mom 
when we go shopping at the mall. My 
mom buys a doll for me and I buy her 
a necklace. She loves it. The necklace 
has a blue diamond on the end. And 
it has two rubies by the side of the 
diamond. It is beautiful because my 
mom is so pretty. I love my mom very 
much. 

My Dad
I love my dad. We go fishing 
together. I like to catch bluegill 
fish. My dad bought me a new fishing 
rod. I like to put worms on my hook. 
Bluegills like eating worms. My 
biggest fish is about a foot long. 
After I caught my fish I put it back 
in the water. 

My dad and I also like to watch 
movies. We go to the Harkins 
Theatre. My favorite movie 
is Jurassic World. I liked the 
Indominus Rex. It’s a raptor and T- 
Rex fused. My dad is special to me. 

Aly
Aly is a special friend to me. I 
love her. We like to color pictures 
together. I color the ocean and she 
likes to color a horse. Then we draw 
snowmen together.  

After we draw we like to watch scary 
movies. Our favorite is Harry Potter 
and Jessie. We both love the movies 
and it is fun to watch. Aly and I sit 
on the couch and watch the movies. 
We eat popcorn together. Aly is a 
great person. 
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Velociraptor
Velociraptor you 

are a thief crawling 
on the green 

leaves. Crunch! 
Crunch! Crunch! 
Don’t steal my 

eggs you naughty 
velociraptor. 
They’re gone!

Julie Reichert’s Class_____________________________________________________________
First Grade, Zaharis Elementary

Explorers of the Extinct
Excerpts:

Stegosaurus
Bigger than a mouse. Bigger than 

a tank. Bigger than a car that 
will drive away. Pokier than a 

thorn that will make you bleed! 
His brain is as small as a mouse. 
Isn’t that crazy? Stegosaurus. 

Stegosaurus as dead as 
a skeleton. 

Spinosaurus
Spinosaurus, you were a grumpy 
one. Taller than six stories high. 

Bigger than a T-Rex. Spinosaurus, 
spinosaurus, dead long ago. Hunting 
for food all day. Hiding to get some 
food. Spinosaurus, spinosaurus, you 

were a grumpy one. 

Giganotosaurus
Giganotosaurus, giganotosaurus, 
how large are giganotosaurus. 
Giganotosaurus, you’re as high 
as two men. Giganotosaurus, 

giganotosaurus, you have snarly 
teeth. They can rip through a 

spine and everything in between. 
Giganotosaurus, giganotosaurus, 

you have purple and green 
stripes. You sleep through 
the night. Giganotosaurus, 
giganotosaurus, you sleep 
like a bug. Giganotosaurus, 

giganotosaurus, you have a big 
tongue!



Honors
A listing of all Voices contest winners, by category, including  

both first place and honorable mention award recipients.
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Voices 

Narrative
GRADE PLACE AUTHOR ENTRY TEACHER SCHOOL

Kdg. First Place Ellie Jones Clamming Cheryl Rogers Johnson
Kdg. First Place Christina Seder Bunny and Quackers Rachelle Sears Las Sendas
Kdg. Honorable Mention Serenity Rushton I Went to the Zoo Jennifer Peña Brinton
Kdg. Honorable Mention Jane Rogers If I Could Be One of Santa’s Elves Danielle Pugmire Johnson

1st First Place Brianna Hutchinson My Lost Tooth Annie Brown Las Sendas
1st First Place Natalie Weigel The Nutcracker Annie Brown Las Sendas
1st Honorable Mention Xander Lierley When Gannan Swallowed a Marble Galen Allen Franklin at Brimhall
1st Honorable Mention Daxton Call The Giant Leak Shannon Plaisted Wilson

2nd First Place Violet Gustafson Birthday Surprise Anette DeAnda Brinton
2nd First Place Miles Barragan The Race Alane Eaton Las Sendas
2nd Honorable Mention Noah Adeogba The Rainstorm Chelsie Wilkes Madison
2nd Honorable Mention Lincoln Gavigan How to Catch St. Nick Nicki Dingraudo Taft

3rd First Place Reef Lofgreen Scardyfishyphobia Debra Schaub Hale
3rd First Place Xander West I Almost Died Lisa Stoltzfus Whittier
3rd Honorable Mention Avery Whitmer Dragons Are Quite a Handful Jacque Lowell Johnson
3rd Honorable Mention Grace Peacock The Disappearing Door Chelsea Thayer MacArthur

4th First Place Alexis Kelley Out in the Wild Angela Shults Mesa Academy
4th First Place Madison Carter Winter Morning Veronica Fields Porter
          & Tamara Merritt
4th Honorable Mention Ilaisaane Laufa Paintings Angela Sanders Franklin East
4th Honorable Mention Leah Bronson Ella’s Forever Home Barbara Vance Mesa Academy

5th First Place Jake Smith Angel Debbie Allen Las Sendas
5th First Place Phoebe Norton The Diagnosis Angela Shults Mesa Academy
5th Honorable Mention Hailey Christensen Magic Pencil Olivia Farr Franklin at Brimhall
5th Honorable Mention Meghan Ramirez Time to Bite Back Debbie Allen Las Sendas

6th First Place Amber Housley Unbroken Janet Millar-Haskell Field
6th First Place Christian Godfrey Legion Angela Shults Mesa Academy
6th Honorable Mention Faith Millett Wakeboarding Christopher Hunter- MacArthur
          Patt
6th Honorable Mention Michael Rencher The Impossible Jailbreak Barbara Vance Mesa Academy

7th First Place Emma Nelson Departed Kara Keithley Franklin Jr.
7th First Place Nikka Smith Half Hearted Kara Keithley Franklin Jr.
7th Honorable Mention Ryan Grossklaus Teamwork Kimberly Wills Shepherd
7th Honorable Mention Carys Crewse How Dragons Got Their Fire Katie Garcia Stapley

8th First Place Samiya Haq The Dark Side of Black Friday Sarah Kiahosseini Poston
8th First Place Grace Mason Too Much Soup Julie Miller Stapley
8th Honorable Mention Kaden Hall To the Edge of the Green River Sam Young Franklin Jr.
8th Honorable Mention Avery Karren G Major Julie Miller Stapley

9th First Place Daemyan Golding A Steeped Embrace Melissa Sedillo Riverview
9th Honorable Mention Daijon Christie The Door Jennifer Madsen Dobson

10th First Place Emma Pyper All I Want for Christmas Is Lorelei Barker Mesa High
         Computer Paper
10th First Place Amber Wadsworth Not a Toe-tal Disaster Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th Honorable Mention Kylie Jarvis And Then You Were Gone Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th Honorable Mention Daniela Valle Aguilar Death Takes a Seat Lorelei Barker Mesa High
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11th First Place Michael Borrmann Grey Morning Nan Brinker Red Mountain
11th First Place Tessa Spangler Voices at Night Cherilyn Guy Westwood
11th Honorable Mention Samantha Abramowski You Don’t Know Until You Do Cherilyn Guy Westwood
11th Honorable Mention Frankie O’Neill Lights--No Camera Please--Can Cherilyn Guy Westwood
         We Skip the Action?

12th First Place Justin Bump Sky-y Tracie Garrard Red Mountain
12th Honorable Mention Caitlin Tortora Monday Morning Rebecca Martin Dobson
12th Honorable Mention Anna Millett The Art of Forgetting--The Act of Julie Davis MDLP
         Remembering

Staff First Place Elizabeth Viator A Divine Gift English Teacher  Dobson
Staff Honorable Mention Jeffrey Medlock She Knew! Content Specialist  MDLP

Voices 
Poetry

GRADE PLACE AUTHOR ENTRY TEACHER SCHOOL

Kdg. First Place Ava Swapp Lunch at School with My Mom Melinda Whisenant Johnson
Kdg. First Place Christina Seder Arizona Rachelle Sears Las Sendas
Kdg. Honorable Mention Noah Schnepf I Have Basketball Practice Tonight Melinda Whisenant Johnson
Kdg. Honorable Mention Cade Heap Writing Rachelle Sears Las Sendas

1st First Place Esther Griner A Bee on Monday Tracey Marr Franklin at Brimhall
1st First Place Mackenna Renschler Winter Feelings Kimberly Balanoff Red Mountain Ranch
1st Honorable Mention Wyatt Calise Ribs Elsa Garcia Brinton
1st Honorable Mention Maddyson Walbaum Robert the Doll Elsa Garcia Brinton

2nd First Place Violet Gustafson Winter Wonderland Anette DeAnda Brinton
2nd First Place Paul Trendler The Piano Alane Eaton Las Sendas
2nd Honorable Mention Lilly Escarcega Butterfly Ryan MacLay Franklin at Brimhall
2nd Honorable Mention Emma Hughes My Mom’s Purse Lyndel Akers MacArthur

3rd First Place Blake Broyles Anger Jo-Anne Bondelli Las Sendas
3rd First Place Caroline Stream Baking Stephanie Mast MacArthur
3rd Honorable Mention Abigail Wadsworth Me Darcy Gershkowitz Franklin East
3rd Honorable Mention Lily Knoell Frogs Sedya Little MacArthur

4th First Place Emily Mabb A Humble Piece of Paper on the Rosamaria Brodnax Franklin at Brimhall
         Floor
4th First Place Jace Conover My Baseball Dream Dana Sorensen MacArthur
4th Honorable Mention Kennedy Minor I Can’t Write a Poem Nola Clayton Franklin at Brimhall
4th Honorable Mention Charles Schubert My Grandpa’s Super Power Barbara Vance Mesa Academy

5th First Place Brooklyn Thompson You Are the Man in the Moon Sherri Pine Hermosa Vista
5th First Place Ava Devivo Take Flight Angela Shults Mesa Academy
5th Honorable Mention Kizmet Candland Days of the Week Nicole Powell Hale
5th Honorable Mention Gus Mason I Am the Earth Sherri Pine Hermosa Vista
5th Honorable Mention Nick Watts A Veteran Debbie Allen Las Sendas

6th First Place Mary Olivani Here to Stay Tisha Bourne Brinton
6th First Place Marcia Keller The Meaning of Life Barbara Vance Mesa Academy
6th Honorable Mention Luke Nichols Procrastination Felicia Muller Franklin East
6th Honorable Mention Jayly Conover Practice Penny Jacques MacArthur

7th First Place Randi Davenport Freedom’s Heartache Erik Lyall Poston
7th First Place Jesus Arroyo Dancing with the Devil Nicole Kambeitz Summit Academy
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7th Honorable Mention Jay Coombs Grateful for Music Kara Keithley Franklin Jr.
7th Honorable Mention Riley Layton To the Girl with Art Kimberly Wills Shepherd

8th First Place Brianna Gainey Poetically Unsaid Sam Young Franklin Jr.
8th First Place Isaac Merrell Colors Can Change Julie Miller Stapley
8th Honorable Mention Ashton Jeppesen Lost Souls Danielle Bailly Carson
8th Honorable Mention Seaira Goodell The Feeling Kelly Grant Poston

9th First Place Riley Duemler Languages Melissa Martin Red Mountain
9th First Place Tara Ruhland Mountains Rachel Collay Westwood
9th Honorable Mention Tiffany Brown Survival Jennifer Madsen Dobson
9th Honorable Mention Madison Grams The Water of Life Melissa Martin Red Mountain

10th First Place Aubrey Jo Tiffany The Library Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th First Place Irvin Coronel-Torres A Plant’s Life Celeste Burns Red Mountain
10th Honorable Mention Paige Quaranta Reading Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th Honorable Mention Amber Wadsworth He Didn’t Know Lorelei Barker Mesa High

11th First Place Landis Owens Trust and I Elizabeth Viator Dobson
11th First Place Scott Johnson Voice of an American Veteran Alex Karola Westwood
11th Honorable Mention Hanna Morgan Hair Cherilyn Guy Westwood
11th Honorable Mention Macy Wilbur Pink Cherilyn Guy Westwood

12th First Place Tygart Benger Sorry Kim Klett Dobson
12th First Place Alondra Lopez Olvera Utopia Tracie Garrard Red Mountain
12th Honorable Mention Breanna Dennison I Am Me Ellen White Mesa High
12th Honorable Mention Cassandra Quiñonez Future Lesson to My Elementary Kyle Williams Red Mountain
         Students

Staff First Place Angela Shults The Lucky One English Teacher  Mesa Academy
Staff First Place Kasey Kerber Two Eyes English Teacher  Taylor
Staff Honorable Mention Anthony Celaya My Teaching Statement English Teacher  Dobson
Staff Honorable Mention Maureen Davies Puzzling Crossroads 5th Grade Teacher  Franklin at Alma

Voices 
Essay 

GRADE PLACE AUTHOR ENTRY TEACHER SCHOOL

2nd First Place Kole Anderson Grandpa Kenny Ryan MacLay Franklin at Brimhall
2nd First Place Kendall Von Burg The Engineering Design Process Sandra Worcester Johnson
2nd Honorable Mention Sophia Rowland Who Should NOT Guide Santa’s Alane Eaton Las Sendas
         Sleigh Tonight?
2nd Honorable Mention Eva Schmelter The Three States of Matter Scott Hall Red Mountain Ranch

3rd First Place Brooke Kowalski Special Snowflakes Danielle Busby Brinton
3rd First Place Jackson O’Leary The Three Communities Kelly Argos Red Mountain Ranch
3rd Honorable Mention Emmanuel Adakama Winter Wonderland Danielle Busby Brinton

4th First Place Jace Conover The Power of a Dream Dana Sorensen MacArthur
4th First Place Sereniti Johnson Have You Seen The Last Frontier? Barbara Vance Mesa Academy
4th Honorable Mention Alexandra Marin Fall Jesyka James Brinton
4th Honorable Mention Pietro Dimuzio Basketball vs. Football Barbara Vance Mesa Academy

5th First Place Makena Perry Leadership Through Service Kymra Donaldson Franklin at Brimhall
5th First Place Mason Biship Why Fifth Graders Should Go to Pamela Robedeau Highland
         Science Camp
5th Honorable Mention Katelyn Cupryk Ban USA Guns Angela Shults Mesa Academy
5th Honorable Mention Jadelynn Lilly 2016 in Review Angela Shults Mesa Academy
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6th First Place Alynn Lee The Sweetest Guest Tisha Bourne Brinton
6th First Place Trisha Lucas Kneeling for the National Anthem Margaret Carreiro Summit Academy
6th Honorable Mention Evelyn Romo Mr. LiverGutt’s Interview on Tisha Bourne Brinton
        Evelyn Talks
6th Honorable Mention Colin Bronson Refugee Reception Angela Shults Mesa Academy
6th Honorable Mention Nashton Ogden How to Take a Corner Kick Kilee Ferguson Wilson

7th First Place Hailey Johnson Junk Food: School’s Secret Savior Brandon Vigneux Summit Academy
7th Honorable Mention David Meek The Power of Eggshells Kara Keithley Franklin Jr. 
7th Honorable Mention Julian Benaquista The Good in Games Kendra Barro Summit Academy

8th First Place Tucker Gregory Staying Safe on the GO Julie Miller Stapley
8th First Place Rebekah Winward Syrian Refugees Julie Miller Stapley
8th Honorable Mention Samara Grimes Freedom of Expression Sam Young Franklin Jr.
8th Honorable Mention Mandy Wadsworth The First Amendment: Our Sam Young Franklin Jr.
         Country’s Beloved

9th First Place Michelle Dao Got7 Has Got Attitude Rachel Collay Westwood
9th First Place Tara Ruhland It’s Like a Symphony Rachel Collay Westwood
9th Honorable Mention Rachel Ostapuk I Will Not Kiss You Rachel Collay Westwood

10th First Place Amber Wadsworth Stamp Out Swearing Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th Honorable Mention Nathaniel Ross The Silent Killer Lorelei Barker Mesa High
10th Honorable Mention Colton Cagle United We Are: The Phoenix Katherine Garza Westwood
         Women’s March

11th First Place Maelinn Chow Ending on a High Note Elizabeth Viator Dobson
11th First Place Brianna Faherty Pride, Prejudice, and Hidden Cherilyn Guy Westwood
         Romanticism
11th Honorable Mention Ayanna Desquitado Papa Says Cherilyn Guy Westwood

12th First Place Brielle Hansen Waste Kim Klett Dobson
12th Honorable Mention Hunter Katen A Guide to a Girl Tracie Garrard Red Mountain
12th Honorable Mention Lindsay McConnell When Is It Okay to Be Uncertain Ashley Head Westwood
        About Something?

Staff First Place Rebecca Martin White Guilt English Teacher  Dobson
Staff First Place Elizabeth Viator What Is a Guru? English Teacher  Dobson
Staff Honorable Mention Anthony Celaya The Journey of a Teacher-Writer English Teacher  Dobson

Voices 
Class Book 

GRADE PLACE ENTRY TEACHER SCHOOL

Kdg. First Place There Is a First Time for Everything Merrilee Kupfer Field
Kdg. First Place Alphabet Party Kristen Pettinato Wilson
Kdg. Honorable Mention Oh No! My Snowman Melted! Stephanie Bessey Johnson
Kdg. Honorable Mention My Snowman Teresa Fullerton Porter

1st First Place You Are My Sunshine Beth Hunt & Peggy O’Neill Hale
1st First Place Explorers of the Extinct Julie Reichert Zaharis
1st Honorable Mention Can You Picture It? Karen McCasland Franklin at Alma
1st Honorable Mention Now and Then Melinda Layton Roosevelt
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